











































































＝n order to pursue more advanced research and developmentin
the future′Japan will have to secure outstanding human resources
in science and technology・Science and technologyJin particu－
lar，Will become more and more sophisticated throughout the
WOrld′　and persons h01ding doctorate degrees will be able t0
0btain numerous opportunities to take partininternational c00p－
erative research activities．In view of these and other develop－
ments′　the r0les played by h01ders of doctorate degrees will take
Onincreasingimportancein the pursuit of research and develop細
ment in the future．
From this perspective，Ourinvestigative surveY focussed on
doctorate coursesin natural s中ences（SCience and engineering）
PrOVided bY graduate sch001sinJapan andinvestigated various
COnditions′including admission of doctorate candidates to gradu－
ate scho01S，aCquisition of doctorate degrees and the course of
activities after doctorate h01ders have completed their training
PrOgramS．　A comparison was thus made between the number of
doctorates producedinJapan per year with the number producedin
the United States，and an analysis was made′　from a quantitative
Standpoint，Of the functions played by the training program for
SCience doctorates at graduate sch00lsinJapan as aninstitution
for culti・Vating researchers．
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In order to make a comparison between the number of doctor－
ates produced each yearinJapan andin the United States，the
f0110wing steps were taken．
（1）　The number of science and engineering doctorates out of a
total population oflOO，000（hereinafter referred to as Hnumber
Of doctorates per unit population－1）was used as a yardstick．
（2）　The fields of specialization among doctoratesin the United
States which．correspond to those of science and engineering
doctoratesinJapan were organized．
（3）　Of the doctorates bY dissertationinJapan（hereinafter
Called”dissertation doctorateslつ　a breakdown was made betw？en
those equivaientin terms of age to the doctorates by training
COu一Se（hereinafter called”course－WOrk doctorate”）and those not
equlValent．
（4）　A distinction was made between casesin which foreign stu－
dents areincluded and casesin which theY are nOtincluded・
Zn order to make the breakdown referred toin（3）above′　the
history of the doctorate by dissertation sYStem WaSinvestigated
and all tYPeS Of data resources were gathered and surnmarized・Of
the total number of doctorates／the percentage of course－WOrk
doctorates st00d at55％among science doctorates and at　40％among
engineering doctorates．　The average ag‘e Of course胃WOrk doctorate
acquisition was　29　YearS for course doctoratesl and among disser－
tation doctoratesr　40　YearS for science doctorates and　42　years
for engineering doctorates．　Zn order to make the distinctionin
item（4）above′the number of foreign students studying－nder the
doctorate program wasinvestigated′　andit was determined that
bothinJapan and the United States the number of foreign Stu－
dents has beenincreasingr With thisincrease most conspICuOuS
among engineering doctoral candidates．
Zn comparing the number of doctorates in Japan and the
United Statesr the number of doctoratesinJapan taken up as the
Subject of comparison was dividedinto three categories：
（1）　Number of course－WOrk doctorates；
（2）　Total number of both course－WOrk doctorates and dissertation
doctorates；
（3）　Total of the number of course－WOrk doctorates and the number
Of dissertation doctorates　35　years of age or YOunger（number
Of YOung doctorates）・
The number of doctorates under each of these categories was
COmPared with the number of doctorates in the United States・
Horeover，in the comparison of the number of young doctoratesin
Japan（3）with the number of doctoratesin the United States，
this surveyis uniquein thatit considers both casesin which
foreign Students areincluded and casesin which theY are eXClud－
ed．
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Results of the aforementioned survey disclosed the f0110wing
distinguishing characteristics about those wh0　0btain science and
engineering doctorate degrees inJapan．
（1）　The number of science doctorates produced annuallYinJapan
is overwhelminglY Smallin comparison to the United States・
For cases excluding foreign Students′　the number of course
－WOrk doctorates per unit population appearing annuallY from the
SCience doctorate program of graduate sch001s in Japan is
Only one－SeVenth the numberin the United States．
For cases excluding foreign Students，the number of YOung
SCience doctorates per unit population（total of course－WOrk doc
torates and dissertation doctorates　35　YearS Of age or YOunger）
is no more than one－Sixth the number in the United States．
Moreover，in recent YearS the percentage of candidates
Who progress from the graduate sch001initial doctorate program
（first　2　years）and master’s progra聖（in this report here
inafter，these two categories will belnCluded under”master’s
PrOgram”）to the final graduate scho01doctorate program（1ast　3
YearS）has been declining．
（2）The number of young engiTleering doctorates producedinJapan
is smaller than the number in the United States and in recent
YearST the gap between these numbers has been widening・
For cases excluding foreign Studentsr the number of course－
work doctorates per unit population appearing annually from the
engineering doctorate program of graduate sch001s inJapan
is equal to two－fifths the numberin the United States・In
recent yearsIJapan has seen a conspiCuOuSincreasein the number
Of foreign Studentsinits engineering doctorate programsr and
Since these foreign Students account for the overallincrease
in the number of students enr011ed in these programs，the
number of course－WOrk doctorates per unit population has actually
been declining・
The averag‘e age Of those who receive a doctorate degree
bY dissertation writing has been rising to reach　42　years・
For cases excluding foreign Students′　the number of young
engineering‘doctorates（total of course－WOrk doctorates and
dissertation doctorates　35years．0f age or younger）per unit
POPulatiois one half the numberin the United States．　And over
the past seven YearS，the gap between the two numbers has been
W⊥denlng．
（3）　Zn order to broaden the scope of science and techn010gYin
Japan andincrease thelevel of sophistication of the same，there
must be anincreasein the number of YOung doctorates who possess
an abundance of knowledgein diverse fields of specialization，
encompassing both science and engineering．　A high percentage
Of science doctorates depend upon the graduate sch001doctorate
PrOgram for their training and among engineering doctorates′
although the ma］Ority are di・sSertation doctoratesr the age at
Which these candidates obtained their doctorate degrees bY
dissertationis rising．　we must assume′　therefore′　thatin
Order toincrease the number of young doctoratesin both of
these categories′　the graduate sch001doctorate program will




Japan will have to secure outstanding human resourcesin
SCience and techn010gyinorder to promote greater research and
developmentin the future．
Henceforth，SCience and techn010gY Will assume a more ad－
VanCedlevel throughout the world′　and those who h01d doctorate
deg‘reeS Will find numerous opportunities for active participation
in international research activities．　In view of these and other
development，the r01e played bY h01ders of doctorate degreesin
PrOmOting researchand development has become extremelYimportant・
From this perspective′　the presentinvestigative study took
up science doctorates and engineering doctoratesin the domain of
natural science andinvestigated and analYZed the number of sci－
ence doctorates and the number of engineering doctorates produced
by the graduate sch001doctorate programs for science and engi－
neering‘inJapan and the numbers of the same doctorates produced
by the dissertation doctoral sYStem・．A comparison was then made
Of the numbers of science and engineering doctorates in the
United States，and the results were used to help clarify the
issues confrontingJapan with respect to human resourcesin the
realm of science and techn0logy．
A quantitative comparison was made bY COnSidering the number
Of doctoratesin a total population of100，000（number of doctor－
atesper unit population）・
This report presents a summary of the authors’opinions
based on the results ofinvestigation and analysis of research
data，including various surveYS by the Ministry of Education，
Science and Culture′　bY the Hinistry of Labor and bY the Science
and Techn01ogY Agency′　On Subjects such as the status of enr01l－
mentin graduate sch001doctorate programs for science and engi－
neering doctoratesinJapan，those theincreasein the number of
foreign StudentsinJapanl the number of those who completed
Science doctorate programs and received this degrees and those
Who did not．（Here，”those students who have studied under the
doctorate programs forlonger than the prescribed timelimitl
Students who have obtained all the prescribed credits but who
have been graduated without taking‘an aCademic degree・”The same
applies hereinafter・），the number of course－WOrk doctorates
produced annually′　the historY Of the so called dissertation
doctoral systemr the number of dissertation doctorates produced
annuyallY aS Well as the number of YOung dissertation doctorates
not more than　35　years　0ld．
The status of graduate sch001s and doctoratesin the United
States was abstracted from reports bY the National Science Foun－
dation of the United States．　These references are listed in
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I Organi2：ation of Assumed Conditions for Xaking Comparisons
1　Standards of Comparison and Speciaii2：ed Fields
Subject to Conparison
（1）　Standards of Comparison
Used as a Yardstick for comparison of the number of doctor－
ates were the number of science doctorates and the number of
engineering doctorates obtained by dividing the total number of
doctorates produced each year bY a tOtal population oflOO，000
PeOple．（Herein after this is referred to as the number of
doctorates per unit population．）
The periods for comparison of number of doctorates were as
follows・　ForJapan，the number of doctorates was broken down bY
fiscal year；it covers those who obtained the doctorate degree
between March of the previous year and April of the current year．
For the United States，the number who obtained the doctorate
degree betweenⅡay of the previous year andJune of the current
WaS taken as the number of doctorates．
Accordingly，a COmParison was drawn between the number of
doctorates per unit populationin Year X for the United States
and Year X－1forJapa．n．In the case ofJapan，the number written
in parenthesis denotes the fiscal Year・
There are two types of students at graduate sch001sin the
United States：　full－time students and part－time students．Hence
the percentage of academic advancement was caiculated for the case
Of both tYpeS and for the case of onlY fuli－time students・
工ncidentallY，in1980　and1985，the percentage of part－time
Students among all students who continued studY after obtaining
the master，s degree was slightly more than　20　percent among
SCience doctorate candidates；and among・engineering・Candidatesl
the rate dropped from44　t0　32　percent．
（2）　Specialized Fields Subject to Comparison
For the sake of comparison，the ma］Or fields of studY Pur－
Sued bY doctorate candidatesin the United States were organized








Presented belowis a detailed list of the various fields of
3　調
SPeCializationincluded under the science and the engineering
CategOries，reSPeCtively，in the United States．
Figurel．　Breakdown of Major Fieldsin the United States

















































































































































































































2　Programs at Graduate SchooIsinJapan
The programs for doctorate and for master，s degree candi－
dates at graduate sch001sinJapan are depictedin Figure　2
below．＝n this reportr howeverr for the sake of convenience′　the
representation giVenin thelowest row of the figureis used・






3　Conditions for Granting the Doctorate DegreeinJapan
Grant of the doctorate degreeinJapanis governed bY Arti－
Cle　3　0f the Regulations on Academic De一一reeS（Hinistry of Educa－
tion，Science and Culture Ordinance N0．9　0f Apri11′1953；
revised on Septemberl，1989）which reads as follows：　With
respect to ma〕Or field，the candidate must possess an advanced
level of research competence and an abundance of academic knowl－
edge serving as a basis for the same as necessarY for carrYing
Out reSearCh activitiesindependentlYin the field and／or per－
forming other specialist duti．es of an advanced nature．
Note：　The clause whichin1953　read as，HCandidates who piOneer
new fields throughindependent research and／or who con－
tribute to the advancement of culture bY elevating the
level of academiclearning while also possessing compe－
tence to serve asleaders of researchin the respective
field of academic specialization，，●　was revised from1974
to August　31，1989　to read as f01lows：’．Candidates who
POSSeSS a highlevel of competencein research as required
1－　了
for carrYing Out reSearCh activitiesindependentlYin the
fieid of specialization and who possess abundance of
academic knowledge to serve as a basis for the same．，l
Two stipulations govern the conditions under which the
doctorate degreeis granted・　The firstis the stipulation′
COntainedin Article　5r Sectionl of the Regulation on Academic
Degrees，Which requires that the candidate be one who has com－
Pleted the doctorate program at a g・raduate scho01whose purpose
（Article　4　0f Standards for the Establishment of Graduate
Sch00ls，aS．0f September1989）is to cultivateチhighlevel of
COmPetenCein reSearCh and an abundance of academiC knowledge for
the same as necessary for carrying Out reSearCh activitiesinde－
Pendentlyin the field of specialization and／or performing other
SPeCialized duties of an advanced nature．
The second stipulation′　COntainedin Section　2　0f the same
Article，admits that the doctorate degree can also be granted to
Candidates who have submitted a dissertation paper which was
accepted upon examination bY the graduate sch001as stipulated bY
the university and who have been recognized as having academic
COmPetenCe equivalent t0　0r greater than that of candidates who
have completed the doctorate program of the graduate scho01・
（Hereinafter，those candidates who have been granted the doctor－
ate degree under the terms of this stipulation are referred to as
’’dissertation doctorates・1．）
The terms of Section　2　appIY tO the dissertation doCtorate
SyStem，Whichis unique tOJapan and not existingin the United
States．
4　flistory．and Present Status of Dissertation Doctorate SYStem
（1）　H土storY Of Dissertation Doctorate System
，　Dissertation doctorate system has fulfilledits functions
in accordance with actual conditions of the era　，
The doctorate degree system was definedinJapanin1887　as
f0110ws according to Article　3　0f the Academic Degree Ordinance
Of1887（Executive Ordinance N0．13　0f MaY　20，1887）：
1）The doctorate degree shall be granted by the Ministry of
Education，Science and Culture to those candidates who have
entered a graduate sch00l and passed the prescribed exami－
nat⊥ons．
2）Or，the doctoratedegree shallbegfanted to those candidates
Who have sch01astic competence equiValent t00r greater than
that of the above candidates as determined bY deliberation of
the Teikoku University Evaluation CoInmittee・
The second stipulation applies for those who were the equiv－
alent of the dissertation doctorates of the present．
No documents can be found which clarify the objectives
behind the compilation of stipulations for the dissertation
doctorate．
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Yet the problem encountered upon actually granting the
doctorate degree based on the provisions of the Academic Degree
Ordinance was the fact thein the”Record of DoctoratesinJapan’一
（reference documentl）′　the f0110wing statement was written be－
cause the National UniversitY Graduate Sch001had just been
establish a year earlier・HThere were no candidates who entered
the graduate sch001and passed the prescribed examination as
describedin the relevant section．”＝n view of this fact，it can
beinferred that the dissertation doctorate sYStem had the c01or－
ing of aninterim measure as well as a newly stipulated doctorate
degree system．
The first candidatesinJapan to receive the doctorate
degree were selectedin MaY1888　0n the basis of stipulation　2
above after having gone through various complications・There was
one candidate each from the fields oflaw′　medicine．engineering，
literature and science，for a total of five doctorates・　They
were described as being．r　…・introduced to the world as distin一
guished sch0lars of the time，included withll professors at
Teikoku University・．1（See re ference docu聖entl・）
This means that the first doctoratesinJapan where sch01ars
Who correspond to the dissertation doctorates of todaY・
Incidentally′　aCCOrding to the Record of DoctoratesinJapan
（refere？Ce documentl）′all of the32science doctorates and31
ngineering doctorates over the ten－year Period from1887　received
their degrees bY reCOmmendation of the Teikoku UniversitY Evalua－
tionCommittee based on the provisions for thelatter category of
doctorates・（For more details，refer to Table No・2　among the
attached statistics tables・）
Thereafter，the dissertation doctorate system was clearlY
definedin Article　2，Sectionl of the Academic Degree Ordinance
Of1898（Executive Ordinance N0．344　0f December　9，1898）as
applicable for“Candidates who have submitted a dissertation
paper and requested a doctorate degree and who have been recog－
nized as having sch01astic competence equal t0　0r greater than
that of other doctorate candidates．”
As a result of granting academic degrees under these provi－
Sions，it was reported that the ma］Ority of reciPientS Of the
doctorate degree between1907　and1911had obtainedit by submit－
ting a dissertation（Taken from reference documentl・）
Looking at the roster of doctorateslistedin reference
documentl′　When the number of reciPientS Of academic degreesis
broken down and totaled bY Article and Sectiont it becomes clear
that of the　27　science doctorates awarded between1907　and1911′
the number who can be clearlY regarded as dissertation doctorates
amounts t015　people・（For details，refer to Table　2　among the
attached statistics tables．）
With the end of the Second World Warin1945，the education－
al sYSteminJapan underwent a drastic reformation．
In examining the academic degree sYStem based on the new
SyStemOf graduate sch00ls，the CivilianInformation and Education
Section of the General Headquarters of the Supreme Commander for
the Allied Powers directed to the No・8　Special Committee of the
Deliberation council on University Establishment that the disser－
tation doctorate sYStem be ab01ished．
＝n response，the Council on University Establishment made
the f0110Wing declaration：
一，There are researchers whoJin spite of their superior abilityin
Learning cannot study at universities for financial and other rea
SOnSr aCCOrdingly cannot attend the graduate sch00ls of universi－
ties，but acquired the general and professional knowledge equal t0
0r mOre than that of general and professional knowledge equal to
Or mOre than of those who have completed the doctor，s coursein
the graduate sch00l．．．　Ztis also the undeniable fact that those
PeOPle have been making distinguished contribution to the deve1－
0Pment Of sciencein this country H
（Quoted from”Concerning the system of conferring doctorate for
the thesis submitted（draft），．I part of theliterature of the
National Education Research Center designatedin reference docu－
ment　3－1・）
It advocated that the dissertation doctorate sYStemis”＝t
is considered speciallY neCeSSarYin a countrYlikeJapan‥…．′
and to provide for the progress and development oflearning．．in
Japan・’r＝n recognition of this factl’（from reference document
5），Article　5，Section　2　0f the Academic Degree Regulations of
l953（Ministry of Education，Science and Culture Ordinance N0．9
0f April1953）defines the dissertation doctor system as f01lows：
”The doctorate degree can be awarded to candidates who have
Submitted a doctorate dissertation which has been examined and
accepted by a graduate sch001and who have been recognized as
having the equivalent or greater academic competence than do
those referred toin the previous Section．H The dissertation
doctorate sYStemr aS thus defined′　has remainedinJapan up to
the present．
（2）　Present Status of Dissertation Doctoral System
－N Less than half are science doctorates and more
than half are engineering doctorates　－
The numbers of science doctorates and engineering doctorates
awarded on the basis of the Academic Degree Reg‘ulations of1953
are indicated in Table l below．
0f the total of doctorate degrees granted over a one－year
termin fisca11957，47　candidates received science doctorates
and　25　candidates received engineering doctorates；all of these
Candidates completed the doctorate program．
Thereafter，the percentage of dissertation doctoratesin the
total number of doctorates reachedl percent among science doc－
toratesin fisca11958，3　percentin the f01lowing Year，then
Climbed t0　25　percentin fisca11961′　and up to　50　percentin
fisca11962．　The figure dropped below　50　percent from1973
0nWard and st00d at　45　percentin fisca11987．
The percentage of dissertation doctorates among engineering
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doctoratesincreased rapidlY from　8　percentin fiscal1960　t0　55
PerCentin fisca11963．　Thereafter，eXCePt for a brief two－year
period，the percentage continued to exceed　50　percent，then sur－
PaSSed　60　percent from fisca11982　and returned t0　60　percentin
f土scal　1987．
Table l Trend in Numbers of Course－Work Doctorates and
Dissertation Doctorates
Science doctorates Engineering doctorates
P⊥scal
year Course Disser－Total Percen－　Course Disser－Total Percen－
tation tage tation tage












Source：　Compiled by author from”University Data Resources”
（eachissue′reference do？umentlO t033）of the
MinistrY Of Education，SCienCe and culture Editor．
Note工 Percentage refers to the percentage of dissertation
doctorates in the total number of doctorates．　For
details broken down bY national universitY，Public
universitY and private universitYT refer to Table　3
and Table　7in the attached statistics tables．
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Figure　3　Trendin Percentages of Course－Work Doctorates
and Dissertation doctorates
Science Engineering
As indicatedin Figure　3，the percentage of dissertation
doctorates among science doctorates peakedin fisca11965　and
among engineering doctorates，it peakedin fisca11964．　This
unique Pattern COrreSPOnds to the periodsin　訂hich the science
and engineering departments were being‘eXPanded and reinforced・
Itis especially noteworthYin considering the r01e which the
dissertation doctorate system has played up to the present・
At present，the ma］Ority of science doctorates are course－
WOrk doctorates while the maコOrity of engineering doctorates are
dissertation doctorates．　Thisindicates that whereas the ma］Ori－
tY Of science doctorates depend upon the doctorate program of a
graduate sch001，the ma〕OritY Of engineering doctorates depend
upon some other researchinstitution，rather than the graduate
SCh001program・
This unique Characteristicis especiallyimportant to bear
in mind when comparing the award of doctorate degrees in the
United States andinJapan・
（3）　Average Age of Course－Work Doctorates Earners and
Averag‘e Age of Dissertation Doctorates Earners
－No change for course－WOrk doctorates but rise
in average age for dissertation doctorates　－
Aninvestigation was made of the average age at which
COurSe－WOrk doctorates received their degree and the average age
at which dissertation doctorates received their degreeinJapan，
and a comparison was made with the average ag‘e Of doctorate
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acquisitionin the United States・
1）Age of Doctorate EarnersinJapan
－Average age for course－WOrk doctoratesis　29　YearS
and the average for dissertation doctoratesis　40
YearS for science and　42　years for engineering
degrees　－
No data sources can be found which ciarify the average age
at which candidates obtain the doctorate degreeinJapan・　Hence
an attempt was made to gather data from which the age at the time
Of doctorate acquisition can be calculated′　and as a・reSult，the
Record of DoctoratesinJapan（reference documentsl，2，4′　5）
and the materials of the National Diet Library for fiscal1988
Were Obtained．
The daYr mOnth and year of birth of all doctorate degree
recIPientS at all universities of the nation are recordedin the
Record of DoctoratesinJapan，butin the materials of the Na－
tional Diet Library for fiscal1988r the day′　mOnth and Year Of
birthis recorded only for three universities：Tohoku UniversityJ
KYOtO University and Kyushu UniversitY・Of necessitYr University
Of TokYO WaS added to these three universities，and the ages upon
acquisition of the science doctorate and the engineering doctor－
ate were calculated based on the foregoing data resources for FY
1960′　FY1965，FY1970　and FY1988（University of TokYO nOt
includedin FYl988）．　The time series change over this period
WaS eXam土ned．
Table　2　Average Age of New Science Doctorate
（Course－Work Doctorate）





Table　3　Average Age of New Science Doctorate
（Dissertation Doctorate）






Figure　4　Age Distribution of New Science Doctorates










＝n each of the figures′
the vertical axis
numbers denote popula－
tion and the horizontal
axis numbers denote age．
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Figure　5　Age Distribution of New Science Doctoratesin FY1965
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As a result，it became clear that the average age of science
doctorate acquisitionin FY1988　was　29　years for course－WOrk
doctorates and　40　years for dissertation doctorates・
The trendin age upon acquisition of the science doctorate
is as depictedin Figures　4　t0　7・
The average age of engineering doctorate acquisitionin FY
1988　was　29　YearS for course－WOrk doctorates and　42　YearS for
dissertation doctorates．
Table　4　Average Age of New Engineering Doctorate
Degree（Course－Work Doctorate）





Table　5　Average Age of New Engineering‘Doctorate
Degree（Dissertation Doctorate）





The trendin age upon acquisition of the engineering doctor－
ateis as depictedin Figures　8　t011・
L00king exclusivelY at the calculations made for the four
universities，We nOte that among dissertation doctorates the
average age of acquisition of either the science or engineering
doctorateincreased graduallY．　Of the total number of disserta－
tion doctorates，the percentage who received their degrees at　35
years of age or YOung‘er dropped sharply each Year・
The average age upon acquisition of the dissertation doctor－
ateis slightly higher among engineering doctorates than among
15
SCience doctorates・（For details′　refer to Tablesll t018　0f
the attached statistics tables・）
Figures　5，6，9　andlO reveal that the maコOrity of disserta－
tion doctorates tend to receive their degrees between the ages of
51and　55　years．
The reasons for this trend are conコeCtured as f01lows・
Figures　5　and　9　cover FY1965　and those who were　51YearS Of age
at that time were bornin1915．　Figures　6　andlO cover FY1970
and those who were　55　years of age at that time were bornin
1916．
Those who were bornin1916　reached　24　YearS Of age（YOung－
est age for completion of master，s deg．ree program）in1938・We
Caninfer that manY Students at that time could not g0　0n With
COurSe WOrk on a doctorate program at a graduate sch001because
Of theimpact of the Second World War．
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Figure8・Age Distribution of New Engineering Doctorates（accOrd－







＝n each of the figures，
the vertical axis numbers
denote population and the
horizontal axis numbers
denote age・




FigurelO・Age Distribution of New Engineering Doctoratesin FY1970
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Figure11・Age Distribution of New Engineering Doctoratesin FY1988
Viewedin thislight，it becomes evident that the disserta－
tion doctorate sYStem PrOVides a second opportunity to try to
Obtain the doctorate degree to those who haveiost the chance to
Obtain a degree previousIY due to social or personal factors at
the time．
＝n examining the historY Of the dissertation doctorate
SYStem，itis noteworthy to consider theincreasesin the number
Of doctorate recIPientSinl964　and1965．
2）　Age of Doctorate Earnersin the United States
－Median valueis around　30YearS Of age－
The median values for the age at which the doctorate degree
is acquiredin the United States are shownin Table　6．A gradual
upward trendin age can be noted butin the1980s the age hovered
at around　30　years．
Table　6　Hedian Values for Age of New Science and




Source：NSF．’science and engineering doctorates：1960＊87”
Note；　Social sciences and computer／information sciences
areincludedin total sciences；COmputer／information
SCiences are notincludedin total engineering・　For
details，　refer to Table19　0f attached statistics
tables．
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5　Doctorate System Stmctures and TYPeS Of Comparisons by
Number of Doctorates
（1）index of Comparison by Number of Doctorates and Structures
Of Doctorate SystemsinJapan and the U・S・
In this survey′　the number of doctorates produced per year
against a total population of100，000　was used as anindex for－
COmparing numbers of doctorates・
The structures of the doctor systemsinJapan and the Unit－
edStates and the configuration of studentsin the United States
are shownin Figure12．
Figure12　Comparison of Doctorate Systemsin
Japan and the United States















Shownin Figure13is the relationship between doctorate
degreeacquisition and academic history plus number of years studY
at a graduate sch001．
tー119－h
Figure13　Comparison Between the United States andJapan By
Academic HistorY and Number of Years Study at a
Graduate Sch001Before Obtaining a Doctorate Degree
Conditions of Acquisition
Haster
（1）Study for a TinimumOf one year（Or36weeks）
after obtaining‘a regular bachelor，s degree．
and　2　0r　3　YearS Of study under a university
prOgram
（2）　StudY Of two foreignlanguagesin general
（3）　Submission of research dissertation paper which
passes examination
（4）　At many universities，in addition to tests on
each subject，the applicant must pass a com－
Prehensive examination．
Doctor
（1）　Study for a minimum of three years after
Obtaining a regular bachelor，s degree
（2）　Study of two foreignlanguagesin general
（3）Submission of a r？SearCh dissertation paper
Wh⊥ch passes exam⊥nat⊥on
（4）　SuccessfullY COmPlete comprehensive examina－





























Source；”UniversitY Data Resources H（Taken from”Graduate Sch001SYSte
in Leading Nations”by Teruhiko Wakanar reference document14
20－
（2）Types of Comparisons BetweenJapan and the U・S・
by Number of Doctorates
＝n comparing the numbers of doctorates per unit populationin
Japan and the United Statesr the f01lowing two categories can be
COnSidered；
l）Number of？OurSe－W。rk doctoratesinJapan；Number of
doctorates in the United States；
2）Total of number of course－WOrk doctorates and disserta
tion doctoratesinJapan：Number of doctoratesin the
United States．
（This means a gross comparisonin which dissertation
doctorates over　35　YearS Of age areincluded・）
＝n the case of category　2）′　however，Since dissertation doc
torates who obtained their degree at aiate age are alsoinclud－
ed′　the comparison might not alwaYS be appropriate・
In other words，it might be more rationalin comparing
numbersof doctorates to consider the development of research
COmPetenCein con〕unCtion with aging aS Well as the time period
after receiving the doctorate degree during．which the doctorate
Can function as a researcher．
First of all，With respect to the period during which the
doctorate can function as a researcher，We muSt COnSider the fact
that average age at which candidates who have completed the
doctorate programinJapan receive their degreesis　29　YearS，
Whereas the median age of doctorate degree acquisitionin the
United Statesis　30　years．
Next，With respect to developing reSearCh competence′　the
Predominant opinionis that the creativitY Of the researcher
reachesa peak usually while he or sheisin the　30S・（Refer to
reference document　6，．．SurveY Report on QualitativeImprovements
Of Researchers and Full Utilization of Them Report N0．98　by
Resources Council，Natural，Science and Techn0logy Agency′1985）
In addition′　the average age of researchers at private
researchinstitutionsinJapanis　35　YearS・（Refer to reference
document　7，一．SurveY On Full Utilizatior Of Human Resources for
Researchin Leading Fields of Science ai Techn01ogy，’’Reference
datalV0．132　0f the National ZnstituteJf Resources，Science and
Techn0logY AgencY，1985）
Consequently，Of all the dissertati）n doctorates，Only those
Who have obtained the doctorate degree　▲，Y Submitting a disserta－
tion before exceeding the age of　35　YearS Should be considered as
the equivalent of course－WOrk doctoratesl andin making a com－
Parison with doctoratesin the United States，OnlY these subjects
are appropr⊥ate．
Hence，in addition to categ．0ries l）and　2）above′　the
f0110wing method of comparison can also be employed：
3）Number of course－WOrk doctoratesinJapan plus number of
dissertation doctorates　35　years of age or younger
（hereinafter referred to as，Number of Young Doctorates，）
Number of doctorates in the United States
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（This means a net comparisonin which dissertation docto－
rates arelimited to those not more than　35　YearS Of age・）
Zn bothJapan and the United States′　the number of foreign
Students has beenincreasingin recent years．　A general outline
Of this situationis presentedin the next figure，although
further details are discussed later．
Accordingly′in addition to the three categories mentioned
above′　the types of comparison must be broken down still further
to cover casesin which foreign Students areincluded and cases
in which they are excluded．
Figure14．　Percentages of Students Other Than Foreign
Students in University Doctorate Program
















Nextrlet us organize the types of comparison made thus far
and present a general outline of them graphically・（In Figures15
t017r the portions marked bY brackets are compared when foreign
students areincluded′　and the dotted portions are compared when
foreign students are excluded・）
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1）Nunber of course－VOrk doctoratesinJapan versus
nllmber of doctorates in the United States
Figure15．　Number of course－WOrk doctoratesinJapan
vs Number of doctorates in the United States
Number of doctorates
土nJapan
2）Comparison of total number of course－WOrk and dissertatio一
doctorates in Japan versus nu∬lber of doctorates in
the United States．
（This means gross comparison・）
Figure16．　Number of course－Work and dissertation doctoratesin




in the United States
3）Conparison of．number of young doctorates（total of course－WOrk
doctorates anddissertation doctorates35YearS Of age oryoung－
er）versuS nu血ber of doctoratesin the United States
（This means net comparison）
Figure17・Number of YOung doctoratesinJapan vs Number
of doctorates in the United States
Number of doctorates
in the United States
No data resources could be found to clarify the ages at which
dissertation doctorates are obtained throughoutJapan，although
thisinformationis essential for making the third tYPe Of com－
par⊥son．
At the four universities mentioned earlier，namely′　Tohoku
UniversitY，UniversitY Of TokYO′　KYOtO UniversitY and Kyushu
University′（UniversitY Of TokYO eXCluded for1989），the trend
in the percentage of new dissertation doctorates　35　YearS　01d or
YOunger Out Of the total number of dissertation doctorates is
PreSentedin Table　7．
Thus the percentages for the above four universities are
taken as the percentage of new dissertation doctorates　35　YearS
01d or YOunger Out Of a11dissertation doctorates nationwide・
（For details，refer to Tablesll t018　0f the attached statistics
tables）
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Table　7・Percentage of Doctorates　35Years Old or







Furthermore′in order to make a more accurate comparison of
the number of YOung doctorates，the percentage of foreign Stu－
dents among all young dissertation doctorates must be considered・
Thus，inl00king at the percentage of foreign reSidents
among‘the total number of young dissertation doctorates at the
three universities（Tohoku，Kyoto and Kyushu）iln1988・We find
that the percentage was only　3　percent among scienCe doctorates
and only　4　percent among engineering doctorates・（For details，
refer to Tables14　and18　0f the attached statistics tables・）
These percentages werelow′　and althoughit was clear that
the subjects had foreign Citi2：enShip，it was not alwaYS Clear
Whether or not they were students，SOit was decided that all the
young dissertation doctorates would be regarded as havingJapa－
nese citizenship・
Since no data resources could be found to clarifY the percen
tage of young dissertation doctorates among all those wh0　0b－
tained a dissertation doctorate between FY1971and FY1987，it
WaS aSSumed that the percentage of young dissertation doctorates
during this period remained at the samelevel each year from FY
1970　to FY1988，and the values used were obtained by making
Calculations based on this assumption・（For details，refer to
Table　70　among the attached statistics tables・）
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Ⅱ　Comparison byNumbers ofScience Doctorates
胃27肩
ZZ Conparison bY Numbers of Science Doctorates
1　Conparison by Nuのber of Course－Work Doctorates
－Exceptionally small number of course－WOrk doctorates
as compared with the United States　－
（1）　Conditions of Advancement from Department tO Xaster’s
Program′　and from Xaster’s Prog．ra皿S tO Doctorate Programs
－High rate of Advancement throughout－
1）　Advancement from Department to Haster，s Programs
－Advancement rate of　23　percent－
The rate of Advancement among graduates of science department
to a graduate sch00l science master，s programs has beenincreas－
ing steadilY・The percentage of science department graduates who
Went On tO a maSter，s programs was17　percentin1980，and this
PerCentage Climbed t0　23　percentin1988（24　percentin1989）・
（See Tables　20　and　710f attached statistics tables．）
During‘this same period′　however，aithoug‘h the number of
Student enr011mentsin university master′s programsincreasedl・6
times（1・9　timesin1989），the number of applicants for admission
to these master，s programs rose bY Only　4　percent（7　percentin
l989）・（See Table　21and　710f attached statistics tables・）
When this rate ofincreasein the number of applicantsis
COmPared with the rate ofincrease during the same periodin the
number of applicants for the engineering master，s program（46
PerCentin（1989），We muSt admit that the state of application to
the science master，s programis quite d・∋PreSSed・（For details，
refer to Table　28　and　710f the attached statistics tables．）
Table　8．　Rate of Advancemゥnt by Science
Department Graduates
Number of science Number of master，s Rate of ad－





Source；”Report of Basic Survey on Sch00ls′’1（each year）by
Hinistry of Education′　Science and culture・　For
1989，however，Values areimmediate．
Note； For details，refer to Tables　20　and　710f the attached
Statistics tables．
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As shownin Table　9，the number of enr01lments in1987in
the university science master，s programs did not reach the number
Of students prescribed（Sufficiency rate　＝　0・9），butin1989，the
PreSCribed number of students was almost reached．　The sufficien－
CYrate Of the national universities exceededlin1989・（For
details，See Table　710f the attached statistics tables・）





Source：UniversitY Data Resources（reference document　33）
The rate for1989，however，WaS Calculated by the
author froml．＝mmediate Values of Report of Basic
Survey on sch00ls”by the Ministry of Education，
Science and Culture in l989　and from the HList of
Note：
Universities Nation Wide，一　bY the MinistrY Of Edu－
Cation，Science and Culture．
For details on1989，refer to Table　710f attached
Statistics tables．
2）　Future Careers of Those Who Conplete Haster，s Programs
－Advancement rate of about　30　percent or more′
Unemployment rate of around　5　percent q
The state of advancement by those who have completed the
SCience master，s prog・ramSinJapan has been exceptionallY Sm00thr
Since a high percentage of these students want to continue with
the octorate programs，and manY Obtain employment・
In1988，the rate of advancement from the science master’s
PrOgramS tO the universitY doctorate programs was　32　percent（31
PerCentin1989）；the rate of employment was　61percent（63　per－
Centin1989）and the rate of unemployment was　4・9　percent（4・l
PerCentin1989）・
Zn comparison with1980，the rates of academic progression
and of unemploYment fell somewhat but the rate of emploYment
increased．
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TablelO．　Trendin Advancement of Those Who Complete
University Science Haster’s Programs
Year Rate of advancement Rate of Rate of




Source：HReport of Basic SurveY On Sch0011H Hinistry of
Education，Science and Culture（each year）・　For
1989，however′　Values areimmediate・
Note：
For details on rate of prog‘reSS tO doctorate
PrOgram′　refer to Table　23　and　7　0f the atta－
Ched statistics tables．The rates of employment
and of unemployment were calculated from Tables
25　and　71．
In comparison to the　8　t0　9　percent of students who went on
from the engineering master，s programs to the doctorate programs
8percentin1989）′　the ratein the range of　30　percent of stu－
dents who progressed from the science master，s programs to the
doctorate programsis an extremelY highlevel・
0ver the ten－year Period concerned／howeverr the rate fell
from　38　t0　32　percent（31percentin1989）・　This decline has
been steady′　anditis extremelY nOteWOrthy as anindication that
the highlevel has reachedits peak．
In comparing the percentage of students who advancement from
the science master，s programs to the doctorate programsinJapan
With the percentagein the United States′　nO general statement
Can be made because the format of universitY StudYis classified
into　一．part timeM and”full time”．
Of all the students wh0　0btained a master，s deg‘ree bY maコOr胃
ingin a field of sciencein the United States，the percentage
Who were full－time students at a graduate sch001in1980　andin
1985　was around　30　percent．
And of all the students wh0　0btained science master，s de－
greesin the United States，eXCluding ful1－time university stu－
dents，the percentage who became emploYed reached　94　percentin
both1980　and1985・（For details，See Table　45　0f attached sta－
t土stics tables・）
3）　Status Enroiimentin Doctorates Programs
－enr01lment rate atl．1，Sufficiency rate at O．8　－
The numbers of students who enr011ed in a science doctorate
PrOgramS are giVenin Tablell．　Taking1980　aslOO，the number
Of enr011ment applicantsin1988　wasl14（131in1989）and the
number of successful enr01lments was122（141in1989）・
－　31－一一一
Tablell・Trendin Number of Enrollmentsin UniversitY
Science Doctorate Programsr Number of Applicantst
Number of Those Who Completed Doctorate Programs
Degree and Number of Doctorate Degree Awarded
Number Number Number of Number of Number of Subse－
Fiscal of en一　〇f completed completed course－WOrk quent
Year r011－　aPPli－　doctorate without doctorate degrees
mentS CantS PrOgramS degrees degrees awarded














Source；　For numbers of enr01lments，aPPlicants，COurSe docto－
rate masters and graduates without degrees，1．Report
Basic Survey on Sch001．’bY the MinistrY Of Education，
Science and Culture（for each year）・Values forl989，
however，areimmediate．
For the number of course胃WOrk doctorate awards′　HUni－
Note；
VerSitY Data Resources．l compiled and edited by the
HinistrY Of Education′Science and Culture（eachissue）・
Completed without degree refers toHthose students who
have studied under the doctorate programs forlong‘er
than the prescribed timelimit，Students who have ob－
tained all the prescribed credits but who have been
COmPleted without taking an academic degree．一I
＝n the enr01lments c01umn，the figuresin parenthesis
are derived when1980is taken as lOO．
＝n the applicants c01umn′　the figuresin parenthesis
denote number of applicants divided bY number of en胃
rollments．
In the completed doctorate programs with degrees c01umn，
the figuresin parenthesis denote number of completed
doctorate programs with degrees divided by number of
COmPleted doctorate programs with degrees plus number
Of completed without degrees．
The number of subsequent degrees awarded refers to the
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number of completed without degrees wh01ater obtained
the course－WOrk doctorate degree・It was determined by
subtracting the number of completed doctorate programs
with degrees from the number of course－WOrk doctorate
degrees awarded・
For details，refer to Tables　3（24／42　and　710f the
attached statistics tables．
The number of enr011mentsin the university doctorate pr0－
gram does not equal the prescribed number of enr01lments・
The corresponding sufficiency rate（enrollments／prescribed
number thereof）was O・68in1980and O・79in1987（0・88　for the
national universities）．＝n1989，however，the rate for all the
universities fell t0　0．71while the rate for the national univer－
Sities rose t0　0．97．　＝n considering this trend′　allowance must
be made for the fact that foreign Students have beenincludedin
the number of enr01lments．
Table12．　Prescribed Number of Enr011mentsin UniversitY
Science Doctorate Programs，　Actual Number of
Enrollments and SufficiencY Rate
Year Prescribed Actual Sufficiency　（National





Source：”University Data Resources”compiled by Hinistry of
Education，Science and Culture（reference document
33）・　For1989，　however，figures were compiled by
the author from　一．＝mmediate Values of Report of
Basic SurveY On Scho0ls．f bY the MinistrY Of Educa－
tion，　Science and Culture and fromits”List of
Universities Nationwide．”
On the other hand′in the United States，Of all those who
Obtained a science master，s degree at a university′　the percent－
age who continued to study as full－time or part－time students（We
Can aSSume that practically all of them are working for the
doctorate・）went from　38　percentin1980　t0　41percentin1985．
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Table13・Percentage of Science Hasters Who Continue
University StudYin the United States
Number Number of subse胃　Number of subse－　Advancement




Source：　NSF”characteristics of recent science／engineering
graduatesH（1982．1984′1988・）
Note：　　　For details′　refer to Table　45　0f the attached
Statistics tables．
4）　Rate of Doctorate Degree Acquisition
－Acquisition rate at　67　percent－
The rate of those wh0　0btained the doctorate degreein1981
WaS　49　percent，Out Of　607　people′　the number of those who total
Of completed doctorate Programs with degrees and completed with－
Out deg‘reeS and the ratein1988　was　67　percent out of　589　peo－
Ple．　This percentage has been steadily rising，butitis still
SlightlYlower than the percentage of engineering doctorates・
（For details，refer to Table　42　0f the attached statistics
tables・）
Whatis more′　the percentage of foreign Students wh0　0btain
the science（notlimited to science or engineering）doctorate
tends to be higher than that ofJapanese・（For details，refer to
Table　44　0f the attached statistics tables・）
Furthermore／amOng the graduates without deg・reeSr thatis′
those studied under the doctorate programs but graduate without
taking the degree′　there are some who become course－WOrk doctor－
ates at alater date after submitting a dissertation paper・
Nevertheless，thereis a substantial number of students who ulti
matelY CannOt become course－WOrk doctorates．（＝tis safe to
assume that this numberis proportionate to the number obtained
When the number of subsequent degree h01dersis subtracted from
the number of graduates without degrees・The same also applies
hereinafter for eng‘ineering doctorates・）
（2）　Comparison by Nuhber of Course－Work Doctorates
－　Froml／10th t01／7th the numberin the United States・一一
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1）Comparison byNu血ber of Doctorates with Foreign Students
rncluded
－1／10th the numberin the United States　－
InJapanr the number of science course－WOrk doctorates per
unit population st00d at O．39personsin1981（fisca11980）・Zn
1988（fisca11987），the figure was O・38persons，SO there was not
much of a change・
Table14．　Number of Science Doctorates Per Unit
Population：Japan vs the United States
（ForJapan，COmParison bY number of
COurSe－WOrk doctorates）
Year Japan United States
1981　　0．39　people（100）　　　　3・36　people（861）
1988　　0．38　　　　（100）　　　　3・61　　　（950）
Note：　For details on sources，COmPutation methods
and reference documents′　refer tables　38　and
48　0f the attached statistics tables．　For
Japan，1981represents the number of doctor－
ates per unit populationin fisca11980　and
1988　represents the samein fisca11987・
By contrast，the number of science doctorates per unit
population in the United States increased slightlY from　3・36
PerSOnSin1981t0　3．61personsin1988．
Hence the number of science course－WOrk doctorates per unit
POPulationinJapan amounts to about one－tenth the numberin the
United States．
2）　Comparison by Number of Doctorates with Foreign Students
Excluded
－1／7th the numberin the United States　－
Next，Of all the course－WOrk doctorates′let us consider the
number of doctorates′　eXClusive of foreign Students，Who hope to
becomeinv0lvedin activities of science and technologYinJapan．
Estimating from the percentages of foreign Students giVenin
Table15，the numbers of foreign Studentsin the total numbers of
COurSe－WOrk doctorates are as listed in Table16．
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Table15・Number of Foreign Students・Among Those Studying
Under the Science Doctorate Programs
Year Total number Number of Percentage of






Source：Number of students obtained from”Report of Basic
Survey on Sch001s H by MinistrY Of Education，Sci－
ence and Cultu干e（each Year）・
Number of fore1g‘n Students wasinvestigated bY the
author with reference to data resources of the Asia
Note；
Student Culture Association，　＝nc・（reference docu－
ments　43　t0　46）・　Figures for1987，　however，Were
COmPiled by the autho from　”UniversitY Data
Resources H（reference document　33）・
For details，refer to Table　35　0f the attached sta－
tistics tables．
Table16・　Number ofJapanese Course－Work Doctorates









Note：　For details on sources，COmPutation methods，etc・′
refer to Table　　39　0f attached statistics tables．
As a result，the number of science course－WOrk doctorates
remaining after the numbers of foreign Students have been exclud－
ed were derived as shown in Table17．　The number fell about lO
136
PerCent from O・39personsin1981（fisca11980）to O・35persons
⊥n1988（f土scal1987）・
Table17．　Number of Science Course－Work Doctorates
Per Unit Population Exclusive of Foreign
Students：Japan vs the United States
（ForJapan，Comparison bY Number
Of Course－Work Doctorates）
Year Japan United States
1981　0．39　persons（100）　　2・84　persons（728）
1877　　0．35　　　　　（100）　　2・62　　　　　（748）
Source；　Same as Tablel4．　However，the number of
doctoratesinJapan exclusive of foreign
Students was calculated based on the num－
bers of foreign Students listedin Table
15．　　The numbers of doctorates in the
United States were derived from NSF
Note；
reference documents（No・37　and　41）・
For details on computation method′　refer－
ence documents，etc．′　refer to Tables　39
and　50　0f the attached statistics tables
＝n the United States，those who hope to become engagedin
SCientific and techn010giCal activities are considered to be
SCience doctorates who are U．S．citizens or permanent residents
（equivalent to the number of thoseinJapan Excluding Foreign
Students）・L00king at these subjects alone，the number of doctor－
ates per unit population declined from　2．84　personsinl981t0
2．62　persons　⊥n1988．
Of all course－WOrk doctorates except foreign Studentsin
Japan，the number of science doctorates per unit populationis
equal to aboutl／7th the numberin the U：lited States．
2　Comparison bY Total of Number of Course－Work Doctorates and
Number of Dissertation Doctorates
－With foreig？Students excluded′aboutl／4th
the number in the United States　－
（1）　Trendin Number of Science Doctorates．Among Course－Work
Doctorates and Among Dissertation Doctorates
－Percentage of course－WOrk doctorates at　55　percent－
The number of science doctorates that obtains when disserta－
tion doctorates are added to course＿WOrk doctorates becomes lO2
ー37
in1988（fisca11987）when1981（fisca11980）is taken aslOO．
Table18．　Trendin Number of Science Doctorates and
in Percentage of dissertation Doctorates
Among Them
Number of course－　　Number of disser－
Fiscal work doctorates tation doctorates
Year
TOtal















Source：　Compiled by author from”University Data Resources”
by the MinistrY Of Education，Science and Culture
Note：
（each Year，reference documentslO t0　33）・
For details，refer to Table　3　0f attached statis－
tics tables．
As shownin Tablel，the percentage of dissertation doctor－
atesin the total number of doctorates reached　45　percentin1988
（f土scal1987）．
The percentages of dissertation doctorates are distinguished
SOmeWhat by university．　Of the total numbers for the eight
univerities of Hokkaido′　Tohoku，TokYO，Tokyo　＝nstitute of Tech－
n01ogy′　Nagoya，KYOtO′　Osaka and KYuShu，the percentages of dis－
Sertation doctorates werelow as compared with other national
universities′　but the percentages of course－WOrk doctorates were
high．（For details，See Table　6　0f the attached statistics
tables・）
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Table19．PercentageS Of Science Dissertation
DoctorateS by University
Fisca1　8　uni＿　　　　Other national Waseda Other private






Source；　一IUniversitY Data ResourcesH by the Ministry of
Education′　Science and Culture　（each year，
reference documents lO to
?
Note：　　For details′　refer to Table
tlst土cs tables．
）??
O  at ached sta－
（2）　Comparison by Totai of Nu血ber of Course－Work Doctorates
and Nunber of Dissertation Doctorates
－　Froml／5th t01／4th the number in the United States　－
Tf dissertation doctorates
ates and foreign Students are
doctorates per unit population
O・69　persons′　Which is about
Statesin the same Year．
If dissertation doctorates
ates but foreign Students are









the numb r of science
1988（flscal1987）waS
number in the United
o cou工・Se－WOrk doctor－
the numb r of science
1988（f土scal1987）waS
0・66　persons，While number of science doctorates per unit popula－
tionin the United States，COmprised of U．S．citizens and non－
U・S・Citizens With permanent visas，WaS Visas　2．62　persons・　Thus
the numberinJapan was aboutl／4th thatin the United States．
As noted above，although there has been a substantialin－
CreaSein the number of foreign Students studYing under a univer－
Sity science doctorate prog‘ram，When comparisonis made with the
number of dissertation doctorates added′　the effect of the for－
eign Studentsis still not verY remarkabie．
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Table　20．　Total Number of Science Doctorates Per
Unit Population：Japan vs the United States
（ForJapan，　COmParisonis by total of
COurSe－WOrk and dissertation doctorates・）
Total number Excluding foreign Students
Year




Note；　For details，refer to Tables　48′　50，66　and　68　0f
attached statistics tables．
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3　Conparison by NllInber of Young Doctorates
－By comparison with foreign Students excluded′
l／6th the numberin the United States　－
As shownin Table　21′　the number of YOung SCience doctorates
total of course－WOrk doctorates and dissertation doctorates not
more than　35Yea誓01d）per unit population′　With foreigp stu－
dentsincluded′inJapan was16　percent of the numberin the
United Statesin1981（fisca11980）and13　percentin1989
（fiscal1987）．
Table　21．　Total Number of Young Science Doctorates
Per Unit Population；Japan vs the United
States
（ForJapan，COmParisonis bY tOtal of
COurSe胃WOrk and young dissertation
doctorates・）
Total number Excluding foreign Students
Year




Note：　　For details on computation methods，refer to
Table　70　0f attached statistics tables．
The number of young doctorates per unit population excluding





Ⅱ　Comparison by Number o†Englneenng Doctorates
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工工工 Comparison bY Number of Engineering DoctorateS
Conparison by Number of Course－Work Doctorates
－Gap with the United States expanded slightly－
（1）Condition bY Advancement from Department tO Xaster’s
Programs and from Haster，s Programs to Doctorate Programs
－Advancement rate slightlylower than for science－
1）　Advancement fron Department to master’s prog‘ramS
－Advancement rate of aroundl6　percent－
The number of students who graduate from an engineering
department and advance to a masterls programs has been steadilY
increasing‘．The rate of this advancement rose froml0　percentin
1980　t016　percentin1988（17　percentin1989）・（For details，
See Table　27　0f the attached statistics tables．）
With1980　taken aslOO′　the number of enr011ment applicants
rosesharply t0141in1988（146in1989）and the number of en－
rollments rose t0173（178in1989）・（For details，refer to
Tables　28　and　710f the attached statistics tables．）
Table　22・　Rate of Advancement bY Engineering
Department Graduates
Number of dept．　Number of mas－　　Rate of






Source；●’Report of Basic Survey on Sch00ls（each year）’’
Hinistry of Education，Science and Culture for
1989，however，Values areimmediate．
Note；　For details，refer to Tables　27　and　710f the
attached statistics tables．
The number of enr011mentsin a university engineering mas－
ter’s program．which did not satisfy the prescribed number of
enr01lmentsin1980（enrollments／prescribed enr01lments　＝　Suffi一
45－t一一
CiencY．rate＝0・8），S一rPaSSed the prescribed number of enrol1
m？ntSin1987（SufficienCy rate＝1・2）′　andin1989　the suffi胃
CienCY rate Climbed tol・32・AIso／the sufficiency rate for the
national universitiesinl989　reachedl・38r Which was slightly
higher than for all universities．（For details on1989，See
Table710f attached statistics tables．）






howeverl WaS Calculated bY the author
from．．Immediate Values of Report of
Basic Survey on Scho0ls”　by the
Ministry of Education′　SCience and
Culture．and　”List of Universities
Nationwide．1．
Note；For details，　refer to Table　710f
attached statistics tables．
2）　Futue Careers of Advancement by Those Who Complete
Haster′s Programs
－Advancement rate of underlO percent，emPloyment
rate of under　90　percent－
The Status of Advancement those who complete the master’s
PrOgramS in engineering at a universitYin Japan can be summa－
rized as f01lows；　a low rate of advancement to the doctorate
PrOgram and a high rate of employment・
The rate of advancement to a universitY doctorate programin
1988　was　9　percent（8　percentin1989）；the rate of emploYment
WaS　88　percent（89　percentinl989），and the rate of unemployment
WaS　2　percent（1percentinl989）・
In the United States，the percentage of all engineering
masters，eXCluding currently full－time universitY Students，Wh0
0btained employment was around　97　percentin1980　and　95　percent




Table　24．Trendin Advancement of Those Who Complete
University Engineering Master，s Programs
Rate of advance－　　Rate of Rate of





Source：”Report of Basic Survey on Sch001sH／HinistrY
of Education，Science and Culture（eaCh year）・
for1989，however，Values areimmediate・
Note；　For details，　Refer to Tables　31，32，and　71
0f the attached statistics tables．Employment
rates and unemployment rates were compiled
from Tables　32　and　72．
3）　Status Enroiimentin Doctoral Prograns
－　Enr01lment rate ofl．l and sufficiencY rater
Of about O．5　－
The number of enr011mentsin the universitY engineering
doctorate prog‘ram has been steadilyincreasing・
With1980　taken aslOO，enrOllmentEincreased t0195in1988
（197in1989）and enr011ment applicants rose t0181（186in
1989）・
Moreover，aS Shownin Table　24′　the rate of advancement
during thisperiod after completing the engineering master，s
PrOgram Went from　8　t0　9　percent（8　percentin1989）・
Nevertheless，the rate of advancement for engineering，at　9
PerCent（8percentinl989）′　WaS Only afOund one－fourth the rate
Of advancement for science students、n Japan，manifesting‘a
Slight increase at alowlevel．
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Table25・Trendin Nunber of Enr011mentsin UniversitY
Engineering Doctorate Programs′　Number of
Appiicantsr Number of Those Who Completed
Doctorate Programs and Number of Doctorate
Degree Awards
Fis－　Number Number Number of Number of Number of Number of
Cal of En一　〇f completed completed course胃WOrk subsequent
year r011－　aPpli－　doctorate without doctorate degrees














Note：　Sources，etc．′　are the same as for Tablell．　For
details，　See Tables　7，30′　53　and　710f attached
Statistics tables．
The number of enr011mentsin the university doctorate pro一
gram did not reach half the number prescribed．　The sufficiency
rate（enr01lments／prescribed enr01lments）was O・28in1980　and
O・42in1987（0．52　for national universities）．　The sufficiency
ratein1989for all uni一erSities was O・49（0・61for national
universities）・Since foreign Students areincludedin the number
Of enrollments，it must be remembered thatincreases in the num－
bers of foreign Students are reflectedin the sufficiencY rateS・
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Table26．Prescribed Number of Enr011mentsin University
Engineering Doctorate Program，Actual Number of
Enr01lments，and Sufficiency Rate
Year Prescribed Actual Sufficiency（National





Source；一・University Data Resources・・compiled by MinistrY Of
Education，Science and Culture（reference document　33）
Figures for1989were compiled by the author from the
Ministry of EducationrScience and Culture′S”＝mmediate
Values of Report of Basic Survey on Sch00ls．，andits
HList of Universities Nationwide．”
Note； For details on1989，refer to Table　710f attached
Statistics tables．
The rate of academic advancement bY engineering mastersin
the United Statesis higher thaninJapanr at　23　percentin1980
and　21percentinl985・
Table　27．　Percentage of Engineering Masters Who Continue





Number of Academic ad－





Source：　NSF．lcharacteristics of recent science／engineering
Not；
graduates．－（1982′1984，1988）
For details，refer to Table　45　0f attached
Statistics tables．
Of all the students wh0　0btained a master，s degreein an
engineering fieldin the United States，the percentage who are
CurrentlY full－time students at a universitY WaS13　percentin
1980　and15　percentin1985・（For details，See Table　45　0f at－
tached tables．）
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4）Rate of Doctorate Degree Acquisition
－Acquisition rate of about70percent－
The rate of those wh00btained the doctor′s degreein1980
WaS　56percent out of　657　peopleJ the number of those who total
Of completed doctorate programs with degree and completed without
degree・and72percent out of721peoplein1988；these percent－
ages are slightly higher than for the science category and theY
have beenincreasing each Year・
With respect to number of course－WOrk doctoratesin the
fiscalYear，the f0110wing two points apply about equally for
engineers and for scientists：1）the number of students．who
graduate without a degree but wh0　0btain one subsequentlyin a
later yearisincreasing，and　2）among the graduates without
degrees，a Substantial number are able t0　0btain the doctor′s
degreein alater year・（For details，See Table　43　0f attached
tables・）
（2）　ComParison by Nu皿ber of Course－Work Doctorates
－　Froml／4　t01／2．5　0f the United States　－
1）　Conparison bY Number of Doctorates with Foreign
Students Znciuded
－1／4　0f the United States　－
ZnJapan′　the number of engineering course－WOrk doctorates
per unit population，With foreign studentsincluded′　Went from
O・45personsi．n1981（fisca11980）t00・51personsinl988
（1987），for aninCreaSem Of13　percent・
In the United States，On the other hand′　the number of
engineering doctorates per unit population climbed froml・20
PerSOnSin1981t01．91personsinl988　for anincrease of　59
percent・
This means that the number of engineering course－WOrk doc－
toratesper unit populationinJapan，With foreign Studentsin－
Cluded′　amOunted to　33　percent of the nuはnberin the United States
in1981（fisca11980），but dropped t0　27　percent by1988（fisca1
1987），indicating that the gap between the two nations has been
W土den土ng．
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Table28．Number of Engineering DoctorateS Per
Unit Population：Japan vS the United
．States
（ForJapan，COmparison by number of
COurSe－WOrk doctorates・）
Year Japan United States
1981　　　0．45people（100）　　1・20people（267）
1988　　　0．51　　　（100）　　　1・91　　　　（375）
Source；Same as for Table14．
Note；　For details on computation methodst reference
documents，etc．，Refer to Tables　40　and　49　0f
the attached statistics tables．
2）Conpar与SOn by Nu血ber of Doctorates with
Foreign Students Excluded
－1／2．5　0f the United States　－
As shownin Table　29，there has been a markedincreasein
recent YearS in the number of foreign Students engagedin a
university engineering doctorate programs．
Table　29．　Number of Foreign Students Among Those
Studying Under The Engineering Doctorate
Programs
Year Total number Number of Percentage of






Source：　Number of students obtained from．．Report of Basic
SurveY On SCh00ls’一　bY HinistrY Of Education′　SCience
and culture（e？Ch Year）・
Number of foreign Students wasinvestigated by the
author with reference to data resources of the Asia
Student Culture Association，Znc・（reference docu－
ments　43　t0　46）・　Values for1987，　however，Were
COmPiled by the author from．．Universities Data Re－
Note；
SOurCeS’一（reference document　33）
For details，refer to Table　37　0f attached statis－
tics tables．
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Zn other wordsrl00king・at the totai of all universities
nationwideJ from1981the number of students enr01ledin a uni胃
VerSity engineering doctorate programs has beenincreasingt aS
Shownin Table　30r and sizable portions of theseincreases have
been taken up bY foreign Students．
Table　30・＝ncreasein Number of Studentsin Engineering







Note；　For details，refer to Tables　33，36　and　37　0f attached
Statistics tables．
The percentage of foreign students varies with the universi－
ty and the ma〕Or Subject．
Let usl00k at the differences bY university bY taking the
example of Tohoku UniversitY．　As shownin Table　31．the number
Of students engagedin a graduate sch001engineering doctorate
PrOgram at Tohoku UniversitY′　With foreign Students excluded′　has
been declining each year，and the percentage of foreign Students
among these students was　47　percentin1988・　Thisis considera－
bly higher than the nationwide average′　aSindicatedin Table　29，
but these percentages were also said to bein excess of　40　per－
Cent at TokyoInstitute of Techn010gy and at KYuShu UniversitY・
（From theJapan EconomicJournal of August17，1989）
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Table　31．　Trend in Number of Students Enr011ed










Source＝　The Tohoku UniversitY Enr011ment Guide was used
for number of students enr011edin doctorate pr0－
grams．　Number of foreign Students was determined
by author．with reference to data resources of the
Asia Student Culture Association，＝nc．（reference
documents　43　t0　46）
The percentage of foreign Students also varies with the ma〕Or
Sub］ect．
Let us consider this variation by taking the example of
University of TokY0．The results shownin Table　32　were obtained
by examining the roster of graduates from University of Tokyo・
During the period′　mOreOVer，the averag‘e Value for engineering as
a wh01e was between　23　and　25　percent．
Table　32・　Trendin Percentage of Foreign Students Among
Students Who Complete the Engineering Doctorate







Source：　Roster of completed University of Tokyo
Eng‘ineering Department
When foreign Students are excluded′　the number of engineer－
ing course－WOrk doctorates continued to diminish from1981，aS
Shownin Table　33，and reached a bottomin1984′　then turned
upward again′　reaChing the samelevelinl987　as was prevalent
five years earlier．
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NotelFor details on computation methods and reference
documents，refer to Tables　37，40　and　410f attached
Statistics tables．
The number of engineering course－WOrk doctoratesinJapan
When foreign Students are excluded dropped from O．43　personsin
1981（fisca11980）to O・38　personsin1988（fisca11987），aS
Shown ln Table　34．
Table　34．Number of Engineering Doctorates Per
Unit Population Exclusive of Foreign
Students：Japan vs the United States
（ForJapan′　COmparison by number of
COuエーSe－WOrk doctorates）
Year Japan United States
1981　　0．43　persons（100）　　0・72　persons（167）
1988　　　0．38　　　　　（100）　　1・00　　　　　（263）
Source；Same as Table14．The number of doctorates in
Japan exclusive of foreign Students，however，
WaS COmPuted from the number of foreign
Students in Table　29．
Note；For details on computation method and refer－
ence documents，refer to Tables　41and　510f
attached statistics tables．
L00king at the United States from the same perspective′　We
note that the number of doctorates per unit population′　When
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limited to U．S．citizens and non－U．S．Citizens
visas（COrreSPOnds to figures onJap？n eXCiusive
dents）′　Climbed from O・72　personsinl981t0
1988．
1n other wordst taking1981aslOOr while
Japan dropped t0　88in1988（fisca11987），the








t060percent of the U・S・figurein1981，fell t038percentin
1988（fisca11987），makingJapan even more disparate from the
United States．
neering doctorates per unit populationinJapan，
2　Comparison bY Total of Number Course－Work Doctorates
and Nunber of Dissertation Doctorates
－Surpasses the United States．when foreign Students are
excluded　－
（1）　Trend in number of engineering doctorates A mong
COurSe－WOrk doctorates and Among dissertation doctorates
－Higher relative weight to dissertation doctorates　－
Of all the engineering doctorates awarded per year，the
PerCentage Of dissertation doctorates exceeded　50　percent from
fisca11963．　Thisis a ma］Or distinctive feature among engineer胃
ing doctoratesinJapan・（For details：See Table　7　0f the at－
tached statistics tables・）
The total number of engineering doctorates，With disserta－
tion doctorates added to course－WOrk doctorates，SWelled by a
Wide margin t0130in1987′　With1980　taken aslOO．
The rate ofincrease over this period，While being　20　per－
Cent for course－WOrk doctorates，WaS　40　percent for dissertation
doctorates．
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Table35・Trendin Number of Engineering andin




Number of course－　　Number of disser－　　　　Total
WOrk doctorates tation doctorates









Source；Compiled by author from、IUniversitY Data Resources，1－
by the Hinistry of Education，Science and Culture
（eachissue′　reference documentslO t0　33）
Note：　For details′　refer to Table　7　0f the attached
Statistics tables．
Let us nowl00k at the disparities by university．
Zn the total of eight universities（Hokkaido′　Tohoku，
TokYO′TokyoInstitute of Techn01ogY，Nagoya，Osaka and Kyushu），
the percentage of dissertation doctorates from fiscal l972　was
lower than for other national universities，While the percentage
Of course－WOrk doctorates was higher．inlight of the fact that
for science the percentage of dissertation doctorates waslower
in the total figure for the eight universities than for other
universities，it becomes apparent that the pattern for engineer－
ing doctorates is opposite to that for the science doctorates・
（For details，refer to TablelO of the attached statistics
tables・）
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Table　36・Percentages of Engineering Dissertation
Doctorates bY UniversitY
Fisca1　8　uni－　　　Other Waseda Keio gi Other








Source；”UniversitY Data Resources”bY the Hinistry of
Education，　Science and Culture　（eachissue，
reference documents lO to　33）Note：　For
details′　refer to TablelO of the attached sta－
tist⊥cs tables．
（2）　Comparison by Totai of　Ⅳunber of Course－Work Doctorates
and Number of Dissertation Doctorates
－in excess of the United States　－
The number of engineering doctorates per unit population th
dissertation doctorates added to course－WOrk doctorates plus
foreign Students inJapan amounted t01．27　persons in1988
（fiscal1987）′　a Yalue which approached somewhat the value for
the United Statesin the same Year．
The number of engineering doctorates per unit populationin
Japan′　eXClusive of foreign Students，in1988　wasl．13　persons・
The number of engineering doctoratesin the United States per
unit populationincluding U．S．citizens and nonqU．S．citizens
With permanent visas was l．00，SOin the comparison，Japan ex－
Ceeds the United States．　This is because there are more foreign
Students in the United States．
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Table　37．　Total Number of Engineering Doctorates Per
Unit Population：Japan vs the United States
（For Japan．　comparison is by total of
COurSe－WOrk and dissertation doctorates・）
Total number Exclusive of foreign Students
year






For details，refer to Tables　49，51′　67　and
69　0f attached tables．
3　Comparison bY Number of Young Doctorates
－One half that of the United States with foreign
Students excluded　－
The number of young engineering doctorates（total of course－
WOrk doctorates and dissertation doctorates not more than　35
years01d）per unit populationinJapanl．inciuding foreign stu－
dents，Came tO　51percent of the numberin the United Statesin
1981（fisca11980），aS Shownin Table　38，then dropped t0　36
PerCentinl988（fisca11987）・
The number of YOung engineering doctorates per unit popula－
tioninJapan，eXCluding foreign Students，Came t0　82　percent of
the numberin the United States in1981′　then dropped t0　56
percentin1988．
Table　38．　Total Number of Young Engineering
Doctorates Per Unit Population：
Japan vs the United States
（ForJapan，COmParisonis bY tOtal
Of course－WOrk and young d土SSer－
Total number Exclusive of foreig‘n Students
Year






For details on computation method′　refer to





zv Treatment and Evaiuation of Those Who Complete
DoctorateS ProgramS
The number of course－WOrk doctoratesinJapan per unit
population oflOOl000r nOtincluding foreign Students，WaS Small
for both science and engineeringin1988（fisca11987）thanin
1981（fisca11980）・
The number of science course－WOrk doctoratesinJapanis the
most conspiCuOuSIYlowin comparison to the United States・Amid
these conditions，mOreOVerr the number of course－WOrk doctorates
appears to be steadily diminishing・Whatis more，for the
sciencesr although the rate of advancement to university doctor－
ate programs among science department graduates has remained
about the same over thelast several yearsl the rate of advance－
ment from a university master，s programs has been declining・
（For details，refer to Tables　23　and　710f the attached statists
tables・）
Among engineering doctoratesr the number of course－WOrk
doctorates in Japan has been declining・　This trend does not
Change evenif dissertation doctorates not more than　35years　01d
are added（refer to Table　38）・　By contrast，the trendin the
United States．is toTardincrease（refer to Table34）・Amid these
COnditionsrin engineering fieldst the rate of advancement by
department graduates to a university doctorate programs and the
rate of advancement from a master，s programs hover at around　8
PerCent・（For details，refer to Table　3l and　710f attached
Statistics tables・）
The fact that the number of studentsin a university doctor－
ate programs，With foreign Studentsincluded．is less than the
Cribed numberisindicated by Table12　for science and by Table
26　for engineering．In view of this fact，itis reasonable to
assume that the rates of advancement have been sluggish．
In view of the fact that the rate of advancement from de－
Partment graduate to university master，s programs has been rising
fer to Tables　20　and　27　0f attached statistics tables）and the
fact that the unemploYment rate amOng those who complete the
master’s programs has been falling（TaHes　25　and　32），the uni－
VerSity master，s prog‘ramS bothin scienLJe andin engineering has
become extremelY attraCtive both to department graduates and to
business enterprises．
On the other hand′　the rate of advancement to the university
doctorate programs has remained sluggish，and we shall examine
the reasons from the standpoint of both students and business
enterprises．
1　Doctorates programs as Viewed by Students
－heavY eCOnOmic burden andlow employment rate－
＝n aninterview survey（See reference document　50）conducted
On universitY PrOfessors bY the Science and Technology Agency′
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the f0110Wing reasons were giVen bY the professors for why stu－
dents do not advance to the doctorate programs・
1）Remaining．without an．income up to the age of30consti
tutes a heavy economiC and psych01ogiCal burden・
2）Ztis not always possible t00btain a doctorate degree
Within three years・
3）EmpIoyment can easily be obtained after completing the
master’s programs but thereis much uncertaintY about
finding employment after completing the doctorate pro一
grams・（The academic workis not aiways evaluated
fairlyr for exampleJ and doctorates are not always
Welcomed・）
4）The　干eSearCh facilities of universities areinferior
to priVate reSearChinstitutions．
Of the four reasons mentioned above，the firstis especially
Significant becausein Japanese society students must depend
almost entirelY uPOn their parents to cover their expenses and
this puts an exceptionallY high economic burden on those who
COntinue studY under a doctorate program・
（1）　Economic Support for Those StudYing Under a Graduate SchooI
Doctorates Programs
InJapan，eCOnOmic support for students enr01ledin univer－
SitY doctorate programsis provided by suchinstitutions as the
fund for special researchers of theJapan Society for the Promo－
tion of Science（monthly allowance of128，000　Yenin1989），the
SCh01arship grant of theJapan Sch01arship Foundation（monthly
allowance of　83，000　yenin1989），and sch01arship grants by
COrpOrations，etc．　The numbers of students who received sch01ar－
Ship grants from the Foundation are shownin Table　39・
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Table39．Economic Support to Studentsin University
Doctorate Programs







Number of students who receive economic support








Japan Sch01arship Foundation Enr01led students　　9871
Scholarship students　7247
（73宅）
Source；　For the special researchers fund′　the Annual
Report of theJapan SocietY for the promotion
Of Science（FY1985　t01987）；　for the Japan
Sch01arship Founda Foundation（FY1987）
Note； Medicine，dentistrY and pharmac010gy Students
are notincludedin sch01arship students of
theJapan Sch0larship Foundation．For details
On the Foundation，refer to Table　58．
Of all the studentsin the graduate sch00ls ofJapan，the
number who received scholarshipsin fisca11987　and the annual
grant amount are shownin Table　40．
＝n the c01urnn on number of scholarship studentsin the same
table′　the figures in parenthesis giVe the compositional per
Centage Whenitis assumed that a scholarship grant cannot be
receivedin duplicate．　Henceif there are students who receive
SCh01arship funds more than once′　the percentage of students who
do not receive PuCh funds（Self－SuppOrt）exceeds the rate of59
PerCent bY aninCrement equivalent to the number of the afore一
mentioned students．
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Table　40．Sch01arship Students and Grant Amounts bY



















Source：‾”Fact－finding‘SurveY Of Sch01arship Grants”by the
MinistrY Of Education，　Science and Culture．1988
ed土t⊥on
Note；　　Among the figuresin parenthesisin the c01umn for
SCh01arship students，the percentage of scholarship
Students among all enr011ed students and the per－
Centagein the self－SuPPOrt C01umn were calculated
On the assumption that thereis n0　0Verlapping
Of grant provision from other ma〕Or enterPrises・
In the case ofinstitutions granting the doctoratein
SCiencesand engineeringin the United States′　aS Shownin Table
41′14　percent of the science students and　32　percent of the
engineering students depend upon self－SuPPOrt for theirliving
eXpenSeS・
The other students obtain support while studYing through
fellowship′　trainership，reSearCh assistantship（given as remu－
neration for working as a research assistant for a full－time
PrOfessor；giVen tO enCOurage reSearCh required for obtaining the
Ph・D）′　teaChing assistantship（remunefation given to those who
intend to become full胃time professorsin the future and who are
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now assistingininstruction duties under the supervision and
guidance of a full－time professor），SCh01arship or teaching
fellowsh土p．
Note；According to reference document16（”SurveY Of Graduate
SchooIs and Academic Degree Systemin AmericaH bY Hiromasa
＝tsumi）　the annual remuneration at the beginning of the
1970s was　300　to　3600　US dollars for feliowship and sch01－
arship′　3447　d011ars for research assistantship and teach－
ing assistantship and　4158　d011ars for teaching fellowship
Fees paid by graduate students at the University of
California at the time came to a total of　227　d011ars一一100
d011ars as universitY registration fee′　120　d011ars as
instruction fee，and　7　d011arsin other fees．
＝n fiscall972，the sch01arship sum per student granted
by the Japan Sch01arship Foundation came to a monthly
⊥ncome of　30′000　yen．
The systems of research assistantshipt teaching assistant－
Shipand teaching fellowship are not foundinJapan・Of all the
SCience studentsin the United Statesr　35　percent have received
research assistantships．（For details，refer to reference docu－
ments12，14　and16．）
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Table41・Status of Economic Support to Science
and Engineering Students at Graduate
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Number of students denotes full－time students．
For details，refer to Table　59　0f the attached
Stat⊥st⊥cs tables．
Another fact which must be considered is that students in
the United Statesinclude part胃time students as well as full－
time・Doubtless the sYStem Of part－time students contributes
economic support to these students．　Of all those wh0　0btained
masterrs degrees in1985　and then continued as students，20
PerCent Were part胃timein the sciences and　32　percent were part－
time studentsin engineering．（See Table　45　0f the attached
Statistics tables・）
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（2）Percentage of ThoseⅣot Becoming Doctorates
The percentages of doctorate degree acquisitions are aS
discussedinIZ，1（1）4）and＝II，1（1）4）of this report・
In the case ofJapan′　the percentage who do not obtain the
doctorate degree has been steadily diminishing since1980・Never
theiess，in1988roughlY30percent of candidatesin both science
and engineering completed the doctorate program but did not
obtain the doctorate degree．（For details，refer to Tables　42
and　43　0f the attached statistics tables・）
（3）　馳nployment Trends of Those Who Graduated
Science Doctorate ProgramS・
1）　Trendin Employnent of Those Who Graduated
Science Doctorate Programs
－emPloyment rate at about　50　percent，
unemployment rate around　40　percent－
As shownin Table　43，universitY PrOfessors and research
institutions account for the ma〕Ority of emploYerS Of those who
COmPlete doctorate programs and received their degrees and chose
Who did not．The period of each Year during which employment for
these graduatesis determined varies from that for regular col－
1ege graduates andis not confined to April1st・’’The basic
SurVey On SCh001sH of the Education MinistrY′　SCiences and cul－
tureis conducted on Haylst and at that time′　emPloyers are
Sti11not Yet determined．Assuming，however，that emploYerS are
determined shortly thereafterin a substantial number of cases．
the actual situation may be some what better than that shownin
the table．
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Table42・Employment Status of Those Who Completion
Science Doctorate Programs．
Year of Completed　　　　　　　　　　1980　　1985　　1988　　1989
Number who completed with
doctorate　　　　　　　　　　（1）　　325　　　347　　　393







Source：　Compiled bY author from　一■Report of Basic SurveY
On Sch00ls’一　MinistrY Of Education，Science and
Culture（each Year；　for1989，however，　Values
arelmediate・）
Note；　　For details，　refer to Tables　42，52　and　710f
the attached Statistics tables．
From Table　42，it appears on the one hand that the situation
has been changing reCentlY，Yetit can also be asserted that the
employment situation for those who completed science doctorate
PrOgramS and received their degrees and those who did not．still
remains severe asin the past．
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Table43・EmpioYerS Of Those Who Complete
UniversitY Science Doctorate Programs
and received their degrees and those
who d土d not








1989 328 unknown 100
（34）
Source：　Compiied by author from，．Report of Basic SurveY
On Sch00ls　＝●　MinistrY Of Education′　Science and
Culture（each Year；　for1989，　however，Values
are immediate．
Note； For details′　refer to Tables　54　and　71　0f the
attached Statistics tables．
Table　44．　Employment in Manufacturing‘fndustries of
Those Who Complete Science Doctorate Programs
and received their degrees and those who did
not
Year of Number of Manufacturing









Source：”Report of Basic Survey on Sch00ls”MinistrY Of
Education，Science and culture　（each Year）　For
1989，however，Values areimmediate．
Note； For detaiis，refer to Tables　52，56　and　71．
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Of all the graduates who completed a universitY SCience
doctorate programl then obtained empioymentt the percentage who
Were hired as university professors and scientific researchers
（those engagedin specialized′　SCientific activitie更in order to
SOIve academic and techn010giCal problems basic in nature Or
Pertinent to application and developmentin any or all depart－
ments of natural science，humanities and social sciences at
research institutions such as laboratories，teSting centers or
res？arCh centers）had hitherto been slightly higher than among
engineering doctorates，butin1988it fell t01ess than　60
percent to become roughly equivalent to the percentage for eng1－
neerS．
The percentage of those employedin the manufacturingindus－
tries was　24　percentinl988，the same asin1980（25　percentin
1989ト
2）Trendin Employment of Those Who Graduated University
Engineering‘Doctorate Prog‘ra皿S
－employment rate at about　68percent，
unemployment rate around　20　percent－
Employment conditions of those who compieted university eng1－
neering doctorate programs are better thanin the case of those
who completed science doctorate programs・The employment rate of
the fomer graduatesis　68％in1988・Those who remain unemployed
among these graduates decreased from27％in1980　to　20％in1988
（and　21篭　⊥n1989）・
AccordinglYrit can be said that the employment conditions
of engineering graduates are more stabilized thanin the case of
SCience graduates・
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Sourcel Compiled bY author from，．Report of Basic SurveY
On Sch00lsl－　Ministry of Education′　Science and
Culture（each Year）For1989，　however，Values
are immediate．
Note： For details，　refer to Tables　53　and　710f the
attached Statistics tables．
Of aii those who complete engineering doctorate programs，
the percentage who are hired as universitYinstructors or scien車
tific researchers has hovered at around　50　percent since1980・
Table　46．　Employers of Those Who Complete
University Engineering‘Doctorate
Programs and received their
degrees and those who did not
Year of Number of UniversitY Scientific Total
COmPle－　　　emPloYed′　　instructors researchers unidenti－





Source：　Compiled bY author from T，Report of Basic Survey
On Sch00ls”Hinistry of Education，Science and
Culture（each Year；for1989，　however，Values
areimmediate・）
Note； For details，　refer to Tabies　55　and　710f the
attached Statistics tables．
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Of Those who Complete Engineering
Doctorate Programs and received their






Source：’’Report of Basic SurveY On Sch00ls．一　Ministry
Of Education，Science and culture（each year）
For1989，however，Values areimmediate．
Note： For details，　refer to Tables　53，57　and　71
0f the attached Statistics tables．
（4）　Research Environnent of UniversitY Research Znstitutes
and of Private Research Znstitutes
Whether or not students at a universitY advance toits
doctorate programsin science or engineeringis oneindication of
theualitY Of the university′s research facilities．
Concerning the research environment of university research
institutes and private researchinstitutesinJapan，in a com－
parison by research expense perindividual researcher（eachitem）
from fiscal1970　t01986，We find that whereas the cost of uni－
VerSitY reSearChinstitutesincreased from　3，940，000　t0　9，250，000
Yen′　that of privateinstitutes rose from　8，750，000　t0　24′310，000
yen・　L00king at these figures alone，the gapin financia10ut－
1aYS by the two categories of researchinstitute widened from
about five to fifteen million yen・（White Paper on Science and
Technolog‘Y，1988　edition）
Given such conditions，itis not unreasonable for students
to conclude that a better environment for research can obtained
by］Oining a privateinstitute than bY Staying at the universitY
underits doctorate programs．
＝n recent YearS the number of engineering doctorates who
Obtaintheir degrees bY dissertation has exceeded　60　percent of
the total，and one of the factors behind this trend has been the
assumption on the part of students that facilities at private
72－
researchinstitutes are more abundant and complete・（For trend
in number of dissertation doctoratesin engineeringl refer to
Table　70f the attached statistics tables．）
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Figure18・Trendin Research Expense Per rndividual
ResearcherinJapan
Note；　Research expense perindividual researcher
is obtained by taking the total outiaY for
research by the institutein the fiscal
Year and dividingit bY the number of re－
SearChers at the institution on the first
day of the fiscal year，thatis，Aprillst・
For the total（real）′　fisca11980is taken
as the standard．
Source；．lWhite Paper on Science and Techn0logy′”
Science and Techn01ogy Agency，1988　edition
2　Graduated Doctorates Programs as Viewed by Corporations
－　SeVere rate Of unemployment　－
In view of the fact that the unemployment rate for science一
masters was5pefCentin1988（4percentin1989）（See TablelO）
and for engineering maSterS′　2percent（1percentin1989）（See
Table　24）′　emP10yment COnditions for those who completed master，s
PrOgramSin1988　can be considered highly favorable．
L00king at the employment conditions for completed doctor－
ates programs and received their degrees and those who did not・
however，We find a complete turnabout for the worse′　although
SOme SignS Ofimprovement can be noted．
Among completed doctorate programs and received their de－
grees and those who did notin science′　the rate of unemployment
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reached42percentin1988（38percentin1989）・For completed
doctorate programs and received their degrees and those who did
notin engineering，the rate was20percent（21percentin1989）・
as shownin Table　45・As aireadY nOted′　those who complete doc－
torate programs are not so attractive to corporationsinJapan・
When those who have completed the master，s programs，and
thosewho have completed a doctorate programs and received their
degrees and those who did not，are added to those who have gradu細
ated from a department and then obtained employmentin a manufac－
turingindustrY，the compositional percentages are as shownin
Tables　48　and　49・These tablesindicate that whereas the per－
Centage Of those who completed the master，s programs and then
found emploYmentin a manufacturingindustrYincreased greatlY
OVer the past ten YearS′　the percentage of those who completed a
doctorate programs and received their degrees and those who did
not has remained depressed．
This fact makesit a11the more clear that the manufacturing
industries put greater emphasis on those who complete a master，s
programs at a gradua．te sch001．
Table　48・Compositional Percentages by Academic
HistorY Of University Science Graduates
EmploYedin the斑anufacturingIndustries


























Source；”Report of Basic Survey on SchooIs　一・丑inistrY
Of Education，Science and culture（each year）
For1989，however，Values areimmediate．
Note； For details′　refer to Tables　56　and　710f the
attached Statistics tables．
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Table49・Compositional Percentages by Academic
History of University Engineering



























Source；”Report of Basic Survey on Sch00ls，f Ministry
Of Education，Science and culture（eaCh year）
For1989，however，Values areimmediate．
Note： For details，refer to Tabies　57　and　710f the
attached Statistics tables．
In aninterview survey conducted by the NationalInstitute
Of Science and TechnologY P01icY Science and Techn010gY AgencY On
thosein charge of employment personnel for corporationsin the
manufacturingindustries，the ma］OritY anSWered that completed of
university master，s degree programs were considered essential
PerSOnnel for R＆Din manufacturing and this outl00k was reflected
in the emploYment Statistics．　Even university professors in
Charge make the same observation・（For details，See reference
document　50・）
Among thosein charge of research organs of corporations，it
WaS generally maintained that those who complete a university doc
torate programs tend to adhere to their fields of specialization
Without demonstrating much flexibility．　＝t appears that thisis
One Of main reasons why corporations are especially cautiousin
hiring those who complete a doctorate programs．
Another reason why employment of those who completed doctor－
ate programs and received their degrees and those who did not has
been stagnantis the fact that even though R＆Dinstitutions，
Centering on nationalinstitutes，Want tO hire young researchers，
itis extremelY difficult to hire YOung PeOPle because of factors
SuCh as alimited number of personnel allocated to the particular
institutes．
As shownin Tables　43　and　46，the ma〕Ority of those who
COmPleted doctorate programs and received their degrees and those





pointrlet usl00k at the breakdown by age ofin－
the national universities as shownin Table　50・
工n comparing the age compositionin1965and1988，the per－
centagein the age category of under36YearS Old dropped from38
percent to23percent while the percentagein the age category Of
36　to under　60　YearS　01d climbed from　62　to　77　percent・
L00king at the age composition of personnel at thelaboratories
of the national testing and research centers during the same
period′　the percentage of the age categorY Of under36years01d
fell sharply while the category from48　to under　60　YearS Old
〕umPed by a wide margin・
Table　50．Trend in Age Composition at National
Universities and Research　＝nstitutions
Age composition of national Age composition of national







Source：　HFact－finding Survey of Pay Ratesin government
SeCtOr”　by the National Personnel Authority
（each year）
Note：　　For details，refer to‘Table　60　0f attached sta－
tistics tables．
Shownin Tables　51and　52　are the　ユge COmPOSitions of uni－
VerSitY department graduates and of those who completed a gradu－
ate scho01program who workedin allindustries as specialist
technicians from1982　t01987．
According to these tables′　the percentage of those under　35
YearS Of agein1987　stood at　45percent，
＝n the age composition of university department graduates
and of those who completed the master，s programs who are working
in the manufacturingindustries，the percentag‘e Of those under　35
years of agein1987　st00d at　44　percent・
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Table　51．Trendin Age Composition of University
Department Graduates and of Those who
Complete Graduate Sch001　Program Who





Source：　一．Employment states Survey Report．．
Statistics，　Bureau Hanagement and
C00rdination AgencY，（1982　and1987）
Note； For details，refer of Table　61sta－
tistics tables．
Table　52・　Trendin Age Composition of UniversitY
Department Graduates and of Those Who









For details′　refer of Table　62　sta－
tistics tables．
＝n comparing the age composition of university department
graduates and of those who complete a graduate sch001program for
al1industries and for the manufacturing‘industries，it become
SeVident that age composition of thosein the national testing






1Distinguishing Features of N也mber of Science and
Eng・ineering DoctoratesinJapan
（1）Sllmary Of Comparisonin Number of Doctorates
inJapan and the U・S・
The numbers of doctorates produced annuallYinJapan andin
the U・S・Out Of a total population ofl001000are as discussedin
SectionsII and　＝II．　The results can be organi2：ed here once
again asindicated by Tables　53　and　54below・
1）　Nu皿bers of Science Doctorates
The number of science doctorates per unit populationin
Japanr with foreign Students included′　has declined
Steadily from1981（fisca11980）t01988（fisca11987）in
terms of the number of course－WOrk doctorates，the total of
COurSe－WOrk doctorates and dissertation doctorates，and the
number of young doctorates（tota10f number of course－WOrk
doctorates and number of dissertation．doc・tOrateS nOt mOre
than　35　YearS　01d）．In the United States，On the other hand′
the number of science doctorates has beenincreasing・
Accordingly′　the sharp gap betweenJapan and the United
States has been widening even further，albeit at a slow pace・
As for the number of doctorates per unit population
excluding foreign Students′inJapan the figures have been
declining for the number of course－WOrk doctorates，the
total　0f course－WOrk doctorates and dissertation doctorates，
and the number of YOung doctorates（total of number of
COurSe－WOrk doctorates and number of dissertation doctor
ates not more than　35　years　01d）・　By contrast，in the
United States there has been an equivalent drop so that
Japan′s percentage with respect to the United States has re
mained roughlY unChanged．
However，the number of YOung doctorates in Japan
excluding foreign students（total of number of course－WOrk
doctorates and number of dissertation doctorates not more
than　35　YearS Old）was only17　percent of the numberin the
United Statesirt1988（fisca11987）・This fact should be
regarded as a maコOrissue forJapan since we want to promote
basic research．
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Table　53　Comparison of Number of Science Doctorates
inJapan and the United States
Total number of doctorates Total number excluding foreign
Students，etc．
Year Japan




















Fig・19・Comparison of Number of Course－Work Doctorates
















Fig・20・　Comparison of Number of Young Doctoratesin
Japan　（total of number of course－WOrk
doctorates and number of dissertation
doctorates not more than　35　years old）
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in the United States，
excluding foreign
Students
2）Nu血bers of Engineering Doctorates
The number of engineering doctorates per unit popula－
tioninJapanr With foreign Studentsincluded′　hasincreased
SteadilY from1981（fisca11980）t01988（fisca11987）in
terms of the number of course－WOrk doctorates，the total of
COurSe－WOrk doctorates and dissertation doctorates，and the
number of young doctorates（total of number of course－WOrk
doctorates and number of dissertation doctorates not more
than35YearS01d）・In the United Statesて　On the other hand′
the number of doctorates specializingin COmPuter SCience
has risen from188　t0　326r for anincrease of　59　percentin
the total number of engineering doctorates・　As a resultT
Japan’s percentage with respect to the United States has
been declining・
With foreign Students excluded′　there has been a steady
increase in Japan in the totai of both course－WOrk and
dissertation doctorates，but the number of course－WOrk doc－
tors and the number of young doctorates have dropped．　BY
COntraSt，in the United States the number of engineering
doctorates has beenincreasing sincel981′　but the rate of
this increase reduces t0　0nlY　39　percent because the per
Centage Of foreign Students is high．　As a result，the total
Of course－WOrk doctorates and dissertation doctorates in
Japan in1988（fisca11987）surpasses the total in the
United States・　Yetin the same year，the number of course－
WOrk doctorates inJapan reached　38　percent of the numberin
the United States and the number of YOung‘doctorates was
OnlY　56　percent of the numberin the United States．
Until now there have been only a small number of cases
in which a comparison was made betweenJapan and the United
States bY absolute values of the number of doctorates・
Evenif such comparisons have been made′　foreign Students
were included as well as a number of dissertation doctorates
Who earned their degrees at alate age．
However，by making a comparison in which foreign
Students are excluded and the subjects are limited to the
number of YOung doctorates（total of number of course－WOrk
doctorates and number of dissertation doctorates not more
than　35　years　01d），it was found that the number of engi
neering doctorates in Japaninl988　amounted t0　56　percent
（1988）of the numberin the United States，SO that the gap
between the two countries is more evident now than seven
yearS agO・
In view of the fact that the number of foreign
Students in Japan is increasing，there is considerable
danger that this phenomenon will spread further in the
future・　And this poses as a ma］Or issue for Japan in
its attempt to promote science and techn0logy．
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Table　54　Comparison of Number of Engineering
DoctoratesinJapan and the United
States
Total number of doctorates Total number excluding foreign
Students，etc．
Year Japan




















Fig・21　Comparison of Number of Course－Work Doctorates
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Fig・22　Comparison of Number of Young Doctoratesin
Japan（total of number of course－WOrk doctor－
ates and number of dissertation doctorates not
more than　35　YearS Old）and Number of Doctor－
















in the United States，
excluding foreign
Students
（2）Conparison of Nu皿ber of Doctoratesin Other Leading Nations












United States West Germany England
Year






Source；　ForJapan，　data were compiled by the authors from
”UniversitY Data Resources．．edited by the Ministry
Of Education，Science and Culture and for the United
Note：
States，from data resources of the National Science
Foundation（reference document　41）・　For England′
data was obtained from H工nternational Comparison of
EducationIndexes‖　from1978　to1987　bY the MinistrY
Of Education，Sciences and Culture．
Values for Englandinclude both holders of master′s
deg‘reeS and h01ders of doctorate degrees．　Of the
number of doctoratesin1975，2，263　werein science
andl，005werein engineering．　The Year forJapan
means fiscal year．
In comparing the number of science and engineering doctor－
atesinJapan with thosein otherleading nations，We find that
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Japanis uniquein having a small number of science doctorates，
as shownin Table55r and alarge number of engineering doctor－
ates．
（3）　Development of Science and TechnoiogYinJapan and
Transfo工mation in Nll血ber of Science Doctorates and
Nu血ber of Engineering Doctorates
Inlooking back over the history of the development of
SCience and techn01ogyinJapan，We nOte that after Hthe Heiji
Restoration’’，attention was focussed primarilY On tranSferring to
Japan the science and techn010gY Of Europe and the United States．
Zn particular，at the time ofJapan′s defectin World War ZIin
l945，emPhasis was concentrated on restoring the nation bY build－
ing upitsindustrial productive capacity so greatestimportance
WaS Placed upon rearing graduates from engineering departments
rather than from the science departments．　This tendencyis made
evident in Table　56．
工tindicates thatinJapan，emPhasis has always been put
upon cultivating human resources directly connected with the
PrOduction of actual products or the development of these
PrOducts rather than on human resources for basic research・
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Table　56　Trendin Numbers of University Graduates from
Science Departments and from Engineering
Departments

















Source；　For data froml926　t01955，日Universities and
EmploYment”　bY the MinistrY Of Education，
Science and Culture．Thereafter，from　一一Report
Of Basic SurveY On Sch00lsl－　bY the MinistrY Of
Education Science and Culture・（Data was taken
for each Year・　for1989　However，　Values are
immediate・）
The tendency toward emphasis on engineering department can
also be seen′　aS Shownin the next tablet among those who com－
Pleted the training courses for the master，s degree．
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Source；”Report of Basic Survey on Sch001sH by the
HinistrY Of Education′　Science and Culture
（Data was taken for each Year・　For1960，
however，　those who were studyingin the
SeCOnd year of the doctorate programsin
FY1959　were regarded as having completed
the master’s programs．　for1989，However
ValueS areimmediate．）
When the number of master，s degree h01dersin scienceis
taken aslOO，the number of master，s degree h01dersin engineer－
ingis　433inJapan，aS Shownin Table　58，and187in the United
States．
Here′　COmPuter SCiencesisincluded under engineering，but
ifit were notincluded，the gap betweenJapan and the United
States would be much wider．
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Table　58　Comparison of the Number of Haster’s
Degree H01dersin Science and Engineering
inJapan and the United States
Japan United States
Engineering Science Engineering Science
1985 8628　　　　　　1992　　　　　29600　　　　　15800
（433）　　　（100）　　　（187）　　　（100）
Case in which computer





Source：　ForJapan′　‖　Report of Basic SurveY On Sch00ls’■
by the Ministry of Education．Science and Culture
For the United States，1．Characteristics of Recent
Science／Engineering Graduates：1988．’by the
Nationai Science Foundation．
Let usl00k at the trendin the number of engineering doc－
toratesinJapan as opposed to the number of science doctorates・
From1887　t01962′　the number of candidates awarded the
doctorate degreein science′　aCCOrding to the terms of the former
law on academic Degree Ordinance，St00d at　5，830　and the number
Of engineering doctorates st00d at　6，715．　＝f the number of
SCience doctoratesis taken aslOO，the number of engineering
doctorates comes t0115．Thus thereis nJ great disparitY between
the number of science doctorates and the number of engineering
doctorates・（For more details，See Tablel of the attached
Statistics tables．）
Looking at the number of doctorates by the terms of the
PreSentlaw′　We find that the number of science doctorates from
fiscal1957　to fiscal1964　surpassed the number of engineering
doctorates，but that from fisca11965，the number of engineering
doctorates exceeds the number of science doctorates．
Thenin fiscal1987，after a period of　30　YearS，the number
Of science doctorates st00d at　837，0r five times the numberin
fisca11960′　and the number of engineering doctorates came t0
1547，Or　20　times the number in1960．　Thus if the number of
SCience doctoratesis taken aslOO，the number of engineering
doctorates amounts to185．
The fact that historically，emPhasis has always been put on
engineeringis thus reflected alsoin the numbers of doctorates
⊥nJapan・
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Table　59　　　Trend in Number of Doctorates























Source：　Compiled by the authors from H University
Data Resources”by the班inistry of Education，
Science and Culture（each number fromlO t0
33in reference documents）
Note；　　For details，refer to Tables N0．3　and　7　0f
the attached statistics tables．
Furthermore，in the United States more than half the number
Of science doctorates are ma］OrSin biologY．
The ma］Or factor behind theincreasein the number of eng1－
neering doctorates and master′s degree h01ders from1980　t01985
WaS theincreasein computer science．
These facts areimportant for considering the number of
doctoratesinJapan，SO the trendsin the numbers of each of the
aforementioned categories of specialistsis g‘iVen below・
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Table　60　Trends in the Number of Specialistsin







ma ter′s of doc－
degrees torates
 of Number of Number
bachelor，s master，s of doc－




Source；　Compiled bY authors from NSF resources　（reference
Note；
documents　37）
The numbersin each categoryinclude U・S・Citizens
and non－U．S．citizens with permanent visas・　The
numbers of bachelor，s and master’s degrees are
round numbers．　For details，refer to Tables N0．47
and　65　0f the attached statistics tables．
The supply structure of human resourcesin science and
techn01ogyin Japan，thatis to say′　the number of graduates
（exciusive of those who progress to advanced study）from engi－
neering and／or science departments who are not foreign students，
the number who complete the master，s programs・（exClusive of
those who progress to advanced study）′　and the number of YOung
doctorates（total of course doctorates and those not more than　35
YearS　01d）′　WaS COmpared with the samein the United States as
Shownin Fig．23．In the United States，however，Students who
PrOgreSS tO mOre advanced study were regarded as full－time stu－
dents．
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Fig・23　Comparison of Science and Engineering Human Resources
Supply StructureinJapan and the United States
Japan United States
Note：　Numerical values represent number of persons per unit popu－
lation（100′000　people）．　Foreign students are not includ
ed・The number ofJapanese doctorates per unit popuiation
is equivalent to the number of young doctorates，With1980
representing fisca11979，1985　representing fiscal　1984
and1988　representing fisca11987．For computation method，
SOurCe，etc．′　refer to Table　65　0f the attached statistics
tables．
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As a result of the buildup of the structure for supplying
human resourcesin science and techn010gyr the manufacturing
industrYinJapan has achieved dramatic growth unprecedented
throughout the world．
2　New Functions Fulfilled bY the Dissertation Doctoral System
As mentioned previouslyl the dissertation doctorate system
has been continued up to the present while adaptingitself flexi－
bly to the demands of each generation・
＝n order to expand business operationsinline with the
increasing sophistication of science and techn010gy throughout
the world today／Private corporationsr aS made evident by the
COStS Of R＆D per researcher shownin Fig・18，are mOVing to
increaseinvestmentsin R＆D，tO b01ster their R＆Dinstitutions，
to secure the verYlatest equiPment tOgether with outstanding
PerSOnnel，and to direct all their resources into developing
techn010gy directlYlinked with current manufacturing sites・
As a result，the research organs of private corporations
fulfillthe r01e of cultivating researchersin fields of speciali－
Zation are required for expanding the corporation，s scope of
business operations．fn contrast to conditionsin1945，this new
aggressive function has now begun to capture attention evenin
the United States．
This means that whenit becomes necessarY forJapanese
COrPOrations to cultivate researchers in academic domains unique
to the particular enterprise，theY Can hire students who have
COmPleted the master，s degree program and educate them so that
they can obtain the doctorate degree；in this way，Japanese
COrPOrations can elevate theleve10f　こheir staff resources to
international standards．
The dissertation doctorate sYStem has come to bel00ked
upon asa means of research exchange between universities and
Other research organs through the medium of young researchers who
hope to acquire the doctorate degree bY dissertation writing，and
thus also as a means of generating new alvances・
Most of the private researchinstitutions，Of course′　COn－
duct R＆D primarilY for the development of products along the
lines of their respective parent companies．　Given this essential
Characteristic′　these institutions must limit themselves to
Certain areas of R＆D；they often cannot pursue researchindepend－
entlylike the graduate sch00ls．　This patternis especially
Predominantin the realm of basic research．　Horeover，the aver－
age age at which dissertation doctorates are acquired has been
risingT and thisis directly related to theissue that the number
Of young dissertation doctorates has been declining rapidly・
In consideration of this point，the dissertation doctorate
SyStemis expected to provide a great driving force behind the
PrOmOtion of science and techn010gyinJapan becauseitis estab－
1ished as a means other then the course doctorate programs of
Obtaining a doctorate degree and becauseJapan has notintroduced
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a partqtime student sYStem．
The dissertation doctorate system of today has thus begun
to take on a new functionin contrast toitS traditional r01e′
and we have entered an erain whichits new role will be evaluat＿
ed positivelY．
3　Relationship Between Basic Research and Fields of
Specializationin Science bY Doctorates
In recent years，grOWing numbers of facilities for basic
research have been established atJapanese private corporations
and elsewhere′　aS Shownin the next table．
Basic researchis used as the generic term，Of course，but
it encompasses a wide varietY Of specific themes，eaCh different
from the others，and they cannot be considered c011ectively・
Nevertheless，the number of researchinstitutions which call
themselves centers of basic research has beenincreasing，and
this factis oneindication that among corporations，emPhasis has
COme tO be placed upon basic research．　＝n addition，there are
institutes which conduct basic research even though they call
themselves life science researchlaboratories，and otherinsti－
tutes which divide their activities between basic research and
applied R＆D even though they call themselves fiber techn010gY
laboratories．　Hence the numbers of institutes which are believed
to be aimed at basic research even thoug‘h theY do no call them－
Selves as such have been enclosedin parenthesis．
To be sure，Private corporations must maintain world stand－
ards of technology′　and they mustlead the worldin piOneering
new frontiers of R＆D．In order to secure a position of relative
SuPerioritYin the arena of techn010giCal competition，theY muSt
Orient the privvate research institutes toward investigative
research・if a corporation has abundant capital resources，it
Can adopt along－term PerSPeCtive andinvestlarge amounts for
research activities which have no evident link whatsoever with
its currentlineup of products．
InJapan′　the reason that research org‘anS Of private enter－
Prisesare directing more and more of their resourcesinto basic
research is that conditions as described above have ev01ved in
the countrY tO the extent that theY make such research abs0lutely
neCeSSaエーy・
The wayin which conditions have been changinginJapan will
mean that demand for talented human resourceS in basic research
Will become even stronger among corporate researchinstitutesin
the future．
AccordinglY，StePS muSt be taken now to secure outstanding
human resources for basic research so that the demands of the
future can be amply met・
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Table　61　Establishment of Basic Research Centers
F00dstuffs Chemicals Electro－
Cate＿　　and Bio－　　　and Pharma－　　nic and Other Total



































Note；（1）The f0110Wing tYPeS Of cente干S are regarded as
basic research centers：　basIC reSearCh center，
high－m01ecular basic research center，investi－
gative research center：Semiconductor basic
research organ of basiC teChn010gy research
Center，　reSearCh institute，frontier techn0－
10gY reSearCh center．
（2）The classificationis according to corporation
bearing operating expenses・　Foundations are
taken as other．
The next questionis what are the fields of specialization
adopted by those who becomeinv01vedin basic research．
＝t has alreadY been pointed out that the number of science
graduates，eXClusive of foreign Students，Per unit populationin
the United States／Where steady progressis reportedly being made
in basic researchris six times greater than the number of young
doctoratesinJapan．
Of these science doctorates，52％　were bi01ogy ma］OrSin
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1980，aSShownin Table No・470f the attached statistics tables，
and51percent were biology ma〕OrSin1988．In view of the fact
that biotechn010gY Originated and deve10Pedin the United Statesr
this pattern clearlY demonstrates that thereis a close relation－
Ship between basic research and those researchers who specialize
in scientific fields．
工nJapan′100king at theinstitutions used jointly by the
national universities，Which all call themselves basic research
institutes′　We find／aS Shownin Tabie　62，that most of their
researchers have doctorates and that by field of specialization′
there are more science doctorates than engineering doctoratesl
exceptin the aerospace research centers．
Table　62’Breakdown of Researchers at Tnstitutes Used






















Source：　Kojyun－Sha．■　Record of University Instructors
Nationwide，National and Public UniversitY Edition・”
Note； TheJapanese Literature Documents Research Center
and the　＝nternationalJapan Culture Research Center
are notincludedin the gross total numbers．”High
EnergY”is an abridgement of H National Laboratory
for High EnergY Physics；’’．一　Polar Research’’is an
abridgement of HNational　＝nstitute of P01ar Research；
．■　and　‖　Space Research．．is an abridgement of”The
＝nstitute of Space and Astronautical Science．．’
Figuresin parenthesis are compositional percentages・
Among private researchinstitutes，the Hitsubishi Kasei
Instituteof Life science．in particular，Can be regarded as one
PurSuing basic research，and the types of doctorates at this
＝nstitute are shownin the f01lowing table．　＝tindicates that
doctorates specializingin various fields are required at the
Center and that more science doctorates are required than engi－
neer⊥ng doctorates．
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Table　63　Breakdown of Researchers at Mitsubishi
Kasei Institute of Life Science Research
Sci－　Agri－　Phar－　Medi－　Eng1－　Veter－　Fish－
ence cu1－　maCO－　Cine neer－　inary eries D・SC Ph・D







Source：　Provision of Mitsubishi Kasei Znstitute of
Life Science Research．
Note；　　About　20　post－doctoral fellows are notinciuded
in the above table．　The D・SC is from ZtalY・
Figuresin parenthesis are compositional percentages
Table　63　presents a breakdown of the tYPeS Of researchers at
Hitachi，Ltd．and the percentages of science and engineering
doctorates．　The closer the particular research center comes to
Performing basic research，the greateris the number of its
SCience doctorates．
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Table　64　Nature of Researchers and Percentage of
Science Doctorates at Hitachi，　Ltd．
Number of
Breakdown
Doctorate Number of Number of Number of
Acquisi－　　Science Engineering Other











Source：　Provision of Advanced Research　工」aboratory
Hitach⊥′　htd．
Note：　　Figuresin parenthesis denote compositional
percentage・
This factindicates thatinJapan basic researchis related
to diverse fields of specialization，but a comparison between
doctorates specializingin engineering and those specializingin
SCience reveals that the relationship to basic researchis clos－
est among science doctorates・
4　The Expected Cuitivation of Researchersin Graduate SchooI
Doctorates Programs
The number of young science doctorates（total of course
doctorates and dissertation doctorates not more than　35　YearS
01d）pe一unit populationinJapan・．nOtincluding foreign stu－
dents，iS Only one－Sixth the numberin the United States・
In the advanced nations of Europe and America，Where basic
researchis said to be strong，there are many doctorates who have
SPeCializedin a science．　AndinJapan′　there appears to be a
Close relationship between basic research and doctorates special－
izingin science．In view of these and other related facts，it
appears that anincreasein the number of doctorates specializing．
in diverse fields，beginning with the number of doctorates spe－
Cializingin a science has become abs01utely essential for the
－－1川1－
promot土on of basic researchinJapan．
In recent YearS，there has been a growing number ofJapanese
COrPOrationst with accumulated capital resourcest which have
established basic research centers and have taken up basic re－
SearCh projects from alongterm perspectivein order to adapt to
the elevation of technologiCal standards worldwide and expand the
SCOpe Of their operations．
However，in view of the fact that the maコOritY Of private
research centers are pursuing research endeavors which are
r00tedin corporate objectives，they are verylimitedin their
ability to hire those who have completed master，s degree programs
and employ themin areas of research which are confined to purely
basic research and thereby educate them to become science doctor－
ates．
ConsequentlY，in order to cultivate researchers who have
been trainedin diverse，yet mOre basic fields，greater hopes
Wi11have to be pinned on the doctorate programs at the nation′s
graduate sch00ls．
＝n addition，the situationinJapan regarding the number of
engineering doctorates also does not warrant any optimism・
＝n other words，at the stage where the nationis trying tO
CatCh up with thelevel of science and techn01ogY elsewhere′　With
a composition of human resources centering on bachelor，s or
master’s degree h01ders，We Can eXPeCt advancementsin the manu－
facturingindustrY tO be proportionate to the number of graduates
from engineering departments．
However，aS thelevel of science and technology becomes
highlY advanced′　aS those who earn doctorate degrees obtain more
and more opportunities to take part in research endeavors of
international scope，aS rights to possess knowledge concerning
SCience and techn010gY are tranSformed′　and as other conditions
Change′　the benefits obtainedin the past from human resources
COnSisting mainly of bachelor，s or master，s degree h01ders can n0
10nger be expectedin the future．
Amid the verylatest world conditions′　the number of young
engineering doctorates per unit populationin Japan，eXCluding
foreign Students′　has been declining・While the number of the same
doctoratesin the United States has beenincreasing．　As a re－
Sult，the number of young engineering doctoratesinJapan′　eX－
Cluding foreign Students，amOuntS t00nlY56　percent of the number
in the United States，and with this fact comes the danger that
the gap between the two nations will become even wider．Thisis
indeed a ma〕Orissue forJapan to confrontinl00king at the
COurSe Ofits developmentin the future．
The spontaneous increasein the number of dissertation
doctoratesin engineeringinJapan has arisen from the need for
the same amongJapanese corporations，anditindicates that
researchinstitutions other than universities can be relied upon
to educate and train engineering doctorates．　Yet as greater
expectations come to be placed on privateinstitutions for
fulfilling this new r01e of rearing dissertation doctorates，the
agelevel at which candidates acquire the doctorate degree by
thesis writing continues to ciimb′　and this has had a significant
impact on the stagnationin the growth of the number of YOung
doctorates．
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ConsequentlYt the role of graduate scho01training・PrOgramS
in cultivating researchers will take onincreasingimportance
also for engineering doctorates．
＝n consideration of the aforementioned′in order to substan－
tiallY eXPand the scope of science and techn010gyinJapan and
eievate theievels there ofrit will be necessarY tOincrease the
nuunber of YOung doctorsrin both science and engineering fieldst
through the graduate sch001training programs covering diverse
fields of specialization so that these doctorates will be able to
functionindependentiY aS reSearChers，Wili have advanced re－
SearCh capabiiities as required for performing other high－1evel
SPeCialized duties，and will have an abundance of academic know1－
edge upon which their capabilities are based．
What must be considered to achieve such an objective？
It was pointed．out previousIY thatin a surveY COnducted by
National　＝nstitute of Science and Techn01ogY PolicY，the Science
and Techn01ogy Age一Cy（reference document50）university profes－
SOrS g‘aVe three maコOrS reaSOnS Why students do not advance to the
doctorate course：1）econom手Climitations；2）universitY re－
SearCh facilities areinferiOr tO those of private research
institutes；and　3）thereis no guarantee that a degree can be
Obtained within three years．
ZnJapan′　the percentage of all students who must depend
upon their own economic resources to cover the costs ofliving
While attending graduate sch00l comes t0　59　percent；in the
United States，On the other hand′　the percentages are13　percent
for science students and　32　percent for engineering students・
Meanwhile，the percentages of students who obtain emp10yment
has been turning more favorabie，yet about　40　percent of science
Students and　20　percent of engineering students are unemploYed′
and the opportunities for such studentS t0　0btain emploYment aS
universityinstructors or researchers have not been expanding・
These diverse environmental conditions have acted to curtai1
0r reduce the percentage of students who progress to the doctor－
ate course after completing‘the master，s degree programs，and
those who have enr011ed at universities are not utilized to the
fullest．
fn order to promote research and developmentin Japan，
therefore′it has become paramount that the university doctorate
PrOgramS be madeinto adequately attractive educationalinstitu－
tions so thatlarge numbers of outstanding students will be drawn
to them，and that the research environments at theseinstitutions
be augmented so that competent researchers can be trained as they
are made to compete with each otherin research endeavors・
For this purpose′　Various types of economic support sYStemS
must be augmented．　The assistantship sYStem Of the United
States，for example，COuld beintroduced′　and other vital steps
COuld be taken to ensure economicindependence for students cur胃
rently enr011edin doctorate training courses at the nation’s
graduate sch00ls．　At the same time，it has also become urgentlY
necessary to provide employment opportunities suitable for doc－
torate degree h01ders；SPeCial　申eaSureS，for example′　Should be
taken tointroduce YOung‘members，eSPeCiallY reSearChers and
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S°urce：　Kyoiku Gy°uSei Kenkyujo．’lRecord of Japanese Doctora－
tes′．r1956　edition．
Note The unit is individual person．
（A）refers to number of doctorates　－by acadenic degree
ordinance（ordinance No．13）of1888　and of1899（ord－
inance No．344）．
（B）refers to number of doctorates by academic ord－
inance（ordinance No．200）of1921．
－11（ト
Table2．Number of Science and Engineering DoctOrateS Awarded
by Old Stipulations Broken Down by RelevantItems
AIso lO foreiiln StUdents in1915
Sourco：Gathered and compjled by author from Kyoiku Cyousei
Kenkyujo，　一’Record of Japanese Doctorates，’11956
edi tion．
Note：　　The uni t is individu8I person．
一117－
Table3・　Trendin Number of Science Doctorates andin
Percentage of Dissertation Doctorates Among Them













1957 47 0 47 0％ 4747 OX0 0 00％00 00％
＿　」　旦58」」7 l II8 1％ 117 l 118 lX 0 0 0 OX 0 0％
0％1959lオモ「4 14g 3％ 143 4 147 3X 2 0 2 0タ乙0 0
1960 139 23 162 14％ 1280148 16％ll314 21％0 0 0 0％
1961 173 5g 232 25％ 165 5／l21g 33％6 5 ll 45％20 2 0，i
1962 137 138 275 50％ 133，120 253 47X 3 18 21 86％t 0 l0％
1963 160 180 340 53％ 157 16’6 323 51％3 13 16 81％0 l l 00％
1964 164 260 424 61％ 150 203 353 58％ll 55 66 83％32’5 40
1965 159 257 416 62％ t52 228 380 60％2 2g．31 94％50 5 0％
1966 18228 47061％ 173 265 4381％3 20 23 87％6 3 9 33％
1967 201253 454 56％ 19I232 423 55％6824 75％4 3 丁 43％
1968 240 27′l514 53％ 223 240 463 52X 9 25 34 ・74％89 I7 3％
1969 265 271536 51％ 245 233 478 49％9 27 36 75％ll 11 22 50％
1970 323 207 610 47％ 301240541 449【9 3 42 79％13 14 27 52％
1971348 303651 47％323267 590 45％6 253181％Igll 30 37％
197234／l341605 50％307286 593 40％1531 46 67％22 24 46 52％
1973 349 300 657 47％ 316 263 57g 45X 15 25 40 63％1820 38 53％
1974 345 306 651 47％ 307 243 550 44 13 35 48 73％2528 53 53％
1975 354 322 676 48％ 313 269 582 46 1835165％23 0 43 47％
1976 388 329 717 46％ 356 282 638 44％ll 25 36 69％2122 43 51％
1977 441402 843 48％ 399 351 750斗479 25 4 74％33 26 5944％
1978 425 357 702 46％ 377 287 664 43％14 31 45 69％3439 丁：l 53％
1979 469 345 814 42％ 424 283 TOT 40％14 2943 67％31 33 64 52％
1900 457 365 822 44％ 397 285 682 42％16 49 65 75％4431 75 4 ％
1981433 358 791 45％ 304 290 674 43 i3 31 44 70％36 37 7 51％
1982 429313762 44％ 375 261 636 41％16 30 46 65％3842 80 53％
1903 397 377 774 49％ 351304 655 46％9 31 40 70％37 4279 53％
1984 459 34日807 43％ 407 274 681 40％16 37 53 70％3637 73 51％
1905 497 363 860 42％ 439296 73540％19 35 54 65％3g 32Tl 45％
1986 479 341820 42％416 271687 39％25 28 53 53％38 4200 5 ％
1987 464 373 837 45％
1988
Source：Gat．herl］d and cornpI L8d blJ aut．hor from．lUni＞erSity
Data Resources’’，　　Zaidanhojin JinbunkyO Kyokai
（referenCe documents　9　to　33）．
Note　：Uni t is indIViduaI person．
Note：（H Fiscal yearsl964，1965　andlg69　were computed（2）Toinsure correct vaiues′　reVisionsin the univer－
by the foI】owlng formula．
FY1964＝（totaI at end of FV1964）
－（total at end of FY1963）
FY1965＝（totaI at end of FV1965）
一（total at end of FYlg64）
FY1969＝（total at end of FY1970）
－（（FY1970）十（total at end of FYlg68））
Sitl／data sources werO　汀Iade as fo H ows for the
totaI of public schooI sCience doctorateS in
fiscal1963，36　was Changed to16；for tho total of
Private university scionce doctoratOS in fiscaJ
l970′28　was changed to　27；for t，he total of science
doctoratesin1968．1836　was changed to1863　ニ　and
for the total at the end of FY1970，4716　was chang－
od to　4746．
Table　4・List of Total Nunber of Science Doctorates bY University
Piscal
yeaP
National U． l pri▼ate U．














































































































































































Source：　Gathered and compJled by author frorAl’UniverSity Note
D∂ta ResoureeS′”ZaidanhojinJin舞yo Kyok8iくreference docum nts　9　t0　33）．
119－
Unit is individual person．
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L＿」 二元 i 27 】74 肩Il33 42 I 1725265 86 351 ［　 3 1　 0 ［一3　f
Total 67 I
l
70　日7541 61 1107 47 1 45614 1135750 13 1　 0∠　　 2645 1I 1 l 5gI
197a　A 34 46 101　 2〇 26　　51 38 24345　 32 つ7715 019R
Tr止al
25 3∈！44 1 1729 i 4024 1623・l 53 2875 ○ 34
34
60 84 145 4255 91 1 6240 57g85 166420 053
39
7I
1979 A　 l 41
l I　 I l l l 3
48111　 23 21 51　 4‾
8　 I 3450 A5 I lO 1 22．〇　 2236 1 18 1 22
1 424 11 31
24043283 1　 60 27Total75 95 1157 I 334 99 6∠l 4461394 707 17○ 47
33
64l l l
1980　A 42 52 10524 1 2058 2貝1 33 13623‾ 397 J


































23 37 1 47 10 29 5519 15 236 54290 110 1 2537
O　a　　　 〇 5　 7　3　　　　 0 0　　 4エ○ 9 ：1674
1q8z　A
！ l I I　 I l　 ii 50l
73
7　 4　　 。 5 73 ク 334 41 375 10　 23B 15 35 1 39 i 12 l 19 1 38 1 2522 1205 1 55251 1 O l 41
38
42Otal 43 77135 i 37 1 4111 エア49540 I g5636 I 16 1　 054 80
⊥JdJ　A
1　 1 l　 I l I
24 49　 85　 22　 22 559 31 31833 351 17 ○20 37d 22 27 I 59 1 2034 42 22 24 260ヱ4 ．0△I　 2 0 1⊥Ota⊥ 46 1 7515 1 42 1 55 97 】5l 55 578J　　　　　　　 407 165‾1 19 I　 l
42
I　 i　 l 〇 0　　50
1　 1
79
⊥384　A 32 1 5106 1 3023 49 3ら1 30359 l ェ840712 1　 0 1 24
b 17 24 48 1 20 24 1 封＝ 】〇1 27 1217 1 57 12・74g I　 ロト 36




7題 1　 1 1　 1 l 】　 】 ○ 3
tJO〇　八 32 56126 】2531 74 1 つ1 1 231405 1 34439 10 】　 ○




321‾ota⊥52 1日155 I 3858115 i 5245637 98 735 180 53 71i　 I　 i　 肩　 i　 l　 l　 I　　 l
L　 O A 27 39103 I 3533 i TA iへ 23 1373 l 43 141610 0 28 38
d 30 1844 I 2423 1 30 1 25’3C）224 47 2716 1　 0 i 3642 1
80 Iし悪 聖二　 L　ST 57 1147 I 5955 1104 154 53 1597 1　9065715 i　 o ‘64
Sourcoこ　Gathered end compil°d by eUthor froJn　胃Uハiversity Note
Da亡3　R°5°U′ce卓．肩　Zさid3nh°jin JjnbuJlkye Kyoukきj
（reference d°cUmentS g t°　33）．
胃120一
Unitisi dilバdual persoィ1．AIS cOUrSe－W°rk doc－




T°kois Tekyo Lnstitute cIf Techn°Ie9y
Na9is Na90ya Univer5ity
KyoiS Kyoto Univer奮ity
Osa js Os3ka U乃IVe′Sj ty
Kyu is Kyushuu UJliversi ty
Wased3　トElVaseda Univ°rSi ty
Keiois Keioo university












197l 41％ 39％ 34％ 38％ 53％ 58％ 38ン； 60％ 42％ 66％45％13％ 45％ 31％
1972 51％ 52％ 38％ 56％ 50ン； 50：く 36％74％48％ 48％48％ 15％ 67％ 52％
1973 41％ 43％ 33％ 25％ 51％ 46ン乙 54％ 58％ 43％ 63％ 45％ 33％59％ 53％
1974 47％4 1％34％41ン乙42％ 4IX 26％ 6 1％ 40シ乙 66％ 44％ 47％55％ 53％
1975 55％ 43％ 34％ 50％ 3【1％ 53ン； 44％ 62％ 45％ 59％ 46ン： 29％55％ 41％
1976 52％ 35％ 32％ 41％ 61X 39％ 30％ 60ン； 40％ 66％ 44X 38％59％ 5 1％
1977 52％39％ 42％ 27％5∠ほ 39％ 36％ 57％ 43ン； 63％ 47％ 23％ 50％ 44％
1978 43％ 45％ 30％ 40％ 53％ 44％ 39㍍ 40％ 40％ 62％ 43％ 25％ 64％53％
1979 45％ 5 1％ 29％ 30％ 51％ 38％ 28％ 50％ 39％ 46ン； 40％ 35％ 57％52％
1980 34％ 32％ 32％ 40％ 59％ 41％ 40％ 48％ 39％ 60％ 42％ 22％47％ 41％
198 l 41％ 39％ 29％ 26ン；58％ 54％43ン工 46ン乙40％ 61％43％48％ 52％ 51％
1982 37％ 45％ 29％ ・32％ 46％ 3∠1％53 45 38ン乙 57％41 6％ 64ン； 53％
1983 48％ 36％45 48％61％ 43％ 43％ 44％ 45％ 57％ 46％ 11％ 67％ ・53％．
1984 35％ 32％ 31％ 40％51％44％ 33％47％ 38％・54％0％ 43％ 54％ 51％
1985 38％ 50％ 24％ 34％ 47％ 36％ 37％ 38％ 36光 65％ 40％ 44％ 45％ 45％
1986 53％ 32％ 30％ 4 1％ 41％ 29％ 39％ 57％ 38％ 52％ 39％ 38％ 56％53％
1987
1988
Source：　Gathered and compiled by author from”University
Data Resources′　H ZaidanhojinJinbunkyo Kyoukai




Tokis University of Tokyo







Tabie　7・Trend in Number of Engineering Doctorates andin
Percentage of Dissertation Doctorates Among Them（by










1957 25 025 ％ 21 021l　ox0 0 0 4 0　　 110〉こ
195830 83 OX 73 0 73 0％ 2 02 0〉；0 0 8 OX
1959 66 ．0 66 0％ 62 0 62 OX 1 0 l 0〉：3 0 3 0％
1960 72 6 78 8％ 62 466 6％3 2 540〉；7 0 7 OX
1961 6917 86 20タ乙 68 13 81 16％ 0 3 3 100〉；l 12 50％
1962 0454 1389％ 80 43 123 35％ Z 6 8 75％ 2 5 7 71％
I963 94llG 210 55％ 83 92 175 53％ 4 3 7 43％ 了 21 28 75％
196′l 112 209 321 65％ 101 187280 65％4 ll 15 73％ 了tl 18 6lX
1965 156 ・26341963％ 138 215 353 61％10 】6 26 62〉；8 3240 00％
1966 193299 492 61％ ］69 266 435 61％10 14 2／1 58〉；14 1933 50ン；
1967 272 333 605 55％ 250 280 530 53％ 5 14 19 74％17 39．56 TOン；
I968 305 323620 5tX 261 285 5465 元】5 12 27 44％2926 55 47％
1969 40038 730 46％ 342 282 624 45％22 25 47 53％36 3167 46％
1970425 428 053 50％ 378 354 732 48％24 35 59 59％23 396 6 ％
1971 428 417 845 49％ 368 370 738 50％18 19 37 51％42 28 7040％
1972 381 472 853 55％ 321 393714 55％t5 22 37 59％45 57 102 56％
】973 436 494 93053％ 372417 789 53％】7 3451 67〉乙4743 9048％
1974 479521 000 52％403435 838 52％15 33 4869％61 53 l14 46％
1975 456 530 906 54％ 41t 440 851 52％ 9 32 4l 78％36 5894 62％
i976 490 589 079 55％ 409 480 8895／1％19 33 52 63〉；62 76130 55％
1977 485558043 53％ 390 465 063 54％16 31 47 66％Tl 62 13347％
1978 523 6431166 55％ 441 5113 98455）：12 30 42 71％70 70 14050％
1979 545．6501195 54％4 8549 007 55％1421 3560％73 80 15352云
I980 52366 106 56％ 434 543 977 56％I6 26 42 2〉乙73 94！67 56宍
198I 54t69523656％456 579 035 56％16 29 45 64％69 87156 56
1902 506772 27860％ 4046 6 050 62％ll 34 45 76％91 92I83 50ン；
1903 489801 290 62％ 396 655 051 62％】4 2539 6／＝：79 121 20061％
19044／ド／U44 291 65％ 365 705 070 66％5 44 49 90X TT 95 ド「？55鵠
19854flO924 40′l 66％ 408 丁60 160 65％ 7 5057 88％65 114179 64％
1906 505 988 493 66％ 42】808 229 66％II 53 643％73127 20064％
1907 621 92654760％
1988
Source：　Gathered and compiJed by author frorn・・University
Data ROSOUrCeS′．．Zaidanhojin Jinbunkyo Kyoukai
（reference documents g to　33）．
Noto Unitisindividua】person．
Note：（l）Fiscal years　1964．1965　and lg69　were
COmPUted by the foIJowing formula．
FY1964＝（total at end of FY1964）
－（total at end of FY1963）
FY1965＝（total at end of FY1965）
－（total at end of FY1964）
FY1969＝（total at end of FY1970）
－（（FY1970）＋（total at end of FY1968））
（2）To insure correct values．　revisionsin the
UnivOrSity data sourCeS Were madQ aS foIIows：
for the total of pubIic school engineoring do－
CtOrateSin flSCal1963．6　was changed to　7．













































































































































N°te UnItl手　H dlVidual p°r‘°へ．

















Hok Toh TokTok弓　Nag Kyo l08a i Kyu手鑑 1手OtherギTotaW血 油 症 oth；pTota】
l　 l I l　 l　 i
・1970　A　 I 1378 ・I 23
R l l l 1354 l　 I　 1 39
Total l I 732 I　 I　 I 62
1　 1 l l l　 l　 l
1971 A20 1 49 1 95 50 1 32 l 43 58 1 11 135も0 358 ll 9 1 224
16 i 19gl 44 22 90 5929 13700 370 i 125 11 28
T血 36 58 185 104 54133 illT 40 1738‘　0 73823 1 t4 1 33†0
l
20 45 1 80 I 4534 31 1 53tZ 321O i3214 11 20 45
n 33 27 98 52きア 84 1　5517 1393 0 1393 1 22 1　 728 1 5
Tota 53 1 73178 1 97 1 5llt5 10829 17140 714 1 35’18 48 102
I　 l I I　 i
1973 A　 I 14 1 52109 54 24 3755 1 17 1372 1　 0372 23 1 17 1　 747
R　 1 25 1 35103 45 28go I 65 1 25▲17 0 41715 1 10 I lT43
T　tal 3g87 212100 52127　日3042 789 0789 I 39 1 27 1 2490
I
1qTA　A20 45 100 65 29 52 T3 18 403 0 40322 l 1524 61
R 24 2t 10243 3393 1 84 35435 0435 15 1820 1 53
．　． 44 66 202 109 62 145 157 53 838 0 838 3733 44 l14
l I
1975　A2〕 55 1114 1 5730 4269 1 20411 O l4ll15 7 14 1 35
B 21 5191 60 42 102 5023 l∠400 440 17 12 2g 58
Total 44 107 205 117 72＿144 1119 43 185t0 SSl 32lg l 4394
l I l
197G　A t8 53 ・lll 52 26 46 7g 14 409 0 409 21 1525 6
R． 20 l 43 120 1 5232 95 1 84 1 ：4 1480 1　 0 「日用2 1 15 1 40 1 75
Total 38 106 23110458 141 163 48 859 0 eBg41 I 32．55 138
I
・1977　A 25 5984 1 7230 47 65 15 398 0 398 31 18 22 Tl
25 47tOB 48 4480 77 36 455 0 45520 12 ．30 62
Total 50 106 tg2 120 74 127 14252 l8630 853 5130 5㌢1133
I 1
1978　A 27 51 115 70 2755 I 5826 ∠40 1 441 252I i　2470
R 31 1　56115 ト　6242’124 1 80 1 33 1543 1　 0 1543 1 21 1 14 1 35 1 70
Total 58 1117 230 113269 180 138 5g 983 t 98446 1 35 g 140
i i i
1979　A 30 1 53 116 1 77 1 24．55 55 1 24455 ・3 458 】27 16 I 307
B 3745 112068 55105 Tg 39549 0 54921 21 38 80
Total 57108235 145 79日日 14563　hoo43 100748 1 3768 153
I ！ l
1980　A 32 43122 1 67 I 2551 6124 l4259 434 26 22 25 73
B 25 1 6：i1115 1 70 1 3898 88 1 40 1537 1　 654320 1658 1 94
Total 57 106237　日 37 1 63I49 14954 195215 97745 1 38 83 l157
I　 i　 i l I　 l
1981 A 22 1 49ll4 825 57 I 7127 i4479 45625 i 2123 69
B 45 63141I 75 I 25 84 1 9g i 42 575 l　 457921 I 22 I 4487
Total 67 1112255158 1 50 lいH l170 1 591022 1 1310 5 4543 1 67 1156
l l l 1 I
1982　A 32 1 33 to8 1 5624 51 52 35 39212 1404 27 I 27 1 3791
B 45 1 52 113296 42l13 1 94 59．15333546 1 日 I lS I 5092
O　a⊥ 、77 85 240 152 66 154 145 95 025 25 050“ I 4297 183
l　 i I　 I　 I 1　 1
⊥38J　A 24 42 94 6023 1 38 55 35382 H l39519 こ　20∠O I 79
； 59 I 51 1105 gtI 52　日 10117 48 543 12 555 29 21 TI121
．I．0℃a⊥ ’83 1103 1199 1151－「75 1t“＝ 18383し025 1 25　日051 l 4a l 41 1111 1200
h 84 A l　 i　 l　 l l l i l　 I
25 3g 88 65 1530 l 45 I 3534322 355 20 154 77
b 56 1 57 130 1 8575ド21 1 110．50 58421 170525 14 55 95
’110ta⊥8l 95218 115190 15t15585 1027 43107045 1 30・97 172
8受l一礼
l　 l　 l 1　 1 1 l l
21 41 101 60 ．2835 1 5137 385 23 亡0313・「27 25 I 55
8 42 1 59 IIG5 110542 123 1128 547バ＝　 ll 760 1 34 1 17 i 63 lll▲
TOta⊥ 63100 1295 165 1 70 1159 l189 1 91113と 3ミ 1584†l A△ 83 1179
「 l　 l　 l　 I　 I　 I　 l l　 l　 i
L　 O A 27 41 97 52 27 47 51 21 ］8338 l42121 20 22 73
l　　 B 57 1 5c Il96 1 85 1 64 1107 I13573 782 25 808 上0 1953 l 127
」上空警▼．＿ Sと105 1293 H a l g1 115亡 195 1　9ヱll55 54 1229 5l 3；IOC〉1200
S。Urc．こ　Galh．‥d．nd c。即日．d by auth°r・hH川l－UnlV°＝ity
Dダー．R°．°Urce．．－　　2ai山nh°JinJinbunky°　Ky。Ukai
（r．hr°ne°　4°cUIn°ハtt　9　t°　33）．














TablelO・Percentag・e Of Engineering・Dissertation Doctorates
by Universlty
｝1 －．二 ＿｛ 中一＿．“＿．．A．． ， Nationa川







1971 44％ 28％ 49％42％ 41％ 68％ 50％ 73％ 50％ 50ン乙 52％ 36％ 33％40％
1972 62％ 37％55 54％ 44％ 73％ 51％ 59％ 55％ 55％ 61％ 39％ 58〉； 56％
1973 64％ 40％ 49％ 46％ 54％ 71％ 50％ 60％ 53％ 53ン； 41％ 37〉； 71％48〉：
1974 55％ 32％ 50％ 39％ 53％ 64％ 54％ 66％ 52％ 52％ 41％ 55％45％ 46〉；
1975 48％ ・48％ 44％ 51％ 58％ 7 1％ 42％ 53％ 52％ 52ン： 53％ 63ン：67％ 62％
1976 53％ 41％ 52％ 50％55％67％ 52％ 7 1％54％ 54％49％50％ 62％ 55％
1977 50％44％56％ 40％ 59％ 63％ 54％．69％ 54％ 54％ 39％ 40％ 58％ 47％
197853お48％50％ 47宍 61％ 69％ 58％56衷55％ 0％ 55％ 46％ 40％ 59％ 50％
1979 55％ 42％ 51％ 47％ 70％ 66ン； 54％ 62％ 55％ 0％ 55％ 44％ 57％ 56％2％
1980 44％ 59％ 49％ 51％ 60％ 66％ 59％ 63％ 56％・　40％ 56％ 43％ 42〉；．70ン； 56％
i98 1 67％ 56％ 55％ 48％ 50％ 60％ 58％ 6 1％ 56％ 3 1％ 56％ 46％ 5！％ 66％ 56％
1982 58％ 61％ 55％ 63％ 64％ 69％ 64％ 62％ 62％ 52％ 62％ 39％ 36）； 62％ 50％
1983 71％ 59％ 53％ 60ン； 69％ 74％ 64％ 58％ 63％ 46％ 62％ 60％ 51％ 64ン； 61％
1984 69％59％60％56ン； 83％ 80％ 71％ 59％ 67％49％ 66％ 56％47％、58％55％
1985 67％ 59X 66％ 64％ 60％ 77％ 68％ 59％ 66％ 32％ 65％ 72％ 39％ 72％ 64％
1986 68％ 6 1％ 67％ 58％ 70％ 69％ 69％ 78％ 67％ 4 1％ 65％ 66％ 49％ 68％ 64％
1987
1988
Source：　Gathered and compiled by author from r．〕niversity





Tok js Universj ty of Tokl′O
Tokois Tokyolnstitute of Technology
Nag is Nagoya University
Kyo is Kyoto University




Tablell・Age Distribution of New Science Doctorates
by Unlvers土ty
－　PY1960
‾一‾T Tohoku l Kyoto ！
KyushuT。ky。　 ア　T。tal
攣 FOur等 票 詐 0 rーSC禁 ：nDISSeCourseltation
ourse監呈冒：nOurS　ISSe
tatloIl，
27 1 l 2 13 16 1
28 3 5 2 3 2 14 25 4
29 1 2 2 2 9 l 14 3
30 l 3 1 2 ⊃ l 11 2
31 l 1 2 3 1
32 0 0
33 1 l l 3 0
t　 34 0 ○
35 0 0











47 l 0 0
48 0 0
















65 I 0 0
66 0 0
j　　67 0 0
「応 手 6 0 13 7 g 2 45 2 73 ll
l・・・三・≡b9．3 bg一手セ8．94 28如 ．6　如 ．5　担8．7　と28．8
median
Source：　Cornpiled by author from namelist in　”Record of
Japanese Doctorates　（1957　to1961editions）′”
Teikoku Chiho Gyosei Gakkai．
Note Unit is individual person．　Figuresin parenthesis
represent foreign students and they are excluded．
Foreigners are not incIuded in calculation of full
age and average age as of March　31′1961．
Tohoku is Touhoku University
Tokyo is University of Tokyo
Kyoto is Kyoto University
Kyushu is Kyushuu University
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Table12．　Age Distribution of New Science Doctorates
by Univers⊥ty
－　PY1965
ダ　T。hoku Kyoto KyushuTokyo Total
Age






27 1　 8 2 2 10 22 0
i　 28 6 l 3n）3 14 1 23 11 5
29 2 （11 1 1 12 4 14／1）5
30 3 3 3 2 1 2 t 9 6
31 （11 l 42 2 4 5（日　8 10
32 2 l 3 1 l 5 3 10
33 ！くり　5 l 4 l 1 3 3（1日4
34 5 3 2 7 0 17
35 8 3 l 5 0 17
36 3 2 （1） l lトの　 5
37 1 2 3 0 6
38 3 2 1 1 0 7
39 3 3 4 0 10
40 l 4 l 1 5
4］ l 3 1 0 5
42 1 0 1
43 l l l 0 3
44 t 0 】
45 日1 2 0 （1）2
46 1 l l 0 3
47 l 0 t
48 l 0 l
49 1 1 0 2
50 0 0
51 l 0 l
52 0 0
53 2 0 2
54 0 0
55 l I 0 2
56 l 0 l
57 】 1 0 2
58 0 0
．59 l 0 l
60 0 0
61 0 0





57 0 1　 0
」▼皇幽 ユ川20（2）48 15 （2145（1）9 4544C1）84　如146
⊥吏erage如 ．37．6bo．5 b†．829 34b 8、．8 35 29　b6．7




Figuresin parenthesis represent foreign students
and they are excluded．Foreigners are notinc Lud－
ed in calculation of full age and average age as
of March　31．1966．
Tohoku is Touhoku　〕niversi ty








l Tohoku ド　 KyotoKyushu Tokyo
bu手等 票
T tal





くtatio ．27F 13 2 3 22 40 I　 o
28 13 6 1 2 l ）24 4kl）45 1　 6
29 6 l 了 2 l 2 17 3 3 1 8
30 】 2 11 3 1 11 12 23 18
1　 31 3 2 4 3 5 4 12 9
1　 32 t （1）2 1 1 2 5 5 日）7
－　 33 4 （1）6 l l 1：） 2 （1日6
1　 34 4 （11 1 1 2 6 2 （り12
35 5 2 l 2 1 9
36 4 l 2 0 7
37 1 1 1 1 1 3
38 （Z） 2 I 3 （ZJ 0 5
39 5 （1）－2 0 （1）7
40 3 1 1 0 5
4 1 l 1 1 2 0 5
42 2 2 l 0 5
43 2 1 】 0 4
44 l l 0 1
45 2 2 】 0 5
46 l 1 2 0 4
47 l 0 1
48 1 0 1
49 1 1 0 l
7　 50 0 ○
51 1 0 l
」　 52 0 0
’　 53 0 0
54 0 0
55 2 0 2
56 1 0 1
57 0 0
58 0 0
59 l l （＝ 0 1）2
60 0 0
61 0 0






11totar 0 0（2）37 （1）4631 け）35 9 】2（1185　k1）52け162 軸45
LaVeI・ag28．2　b8 ．2 如 ．ヰ＿7 ．19 ．6 6 ．4　如 ．8　b3．6如 ．8 6 ．1
Source：　Compi L ed by author from name　＝st in　”Record of
Japanese Doctorates（1970　edition）．”K00j unsha．
Note　　　　〕nitisindividual person．
Figures in parenthesis represent foreign students
and they are excluded．　ForeignerS are nOt incJud，
ed in calcuIation of fuIl age and average age as
of March　31′1971．
Tohoku is Touhoku University
Tokyo is University of Tokyo
Kyoto is Kyoto University
Kyushuis Kyushuu〕niversity
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T。h。k。 「 定言 －
Kyusbu
OurS等 ；；才Our雫 簑 Cours軍 票
27 16 12 10 38 0
28 rlll2 24 2 8 1 （1144 3
29H　g 2 5 1 3 日日7 3
30 tll 3 くり　8 3 「2日4 0
31 3 日1 7 4 42 日日I 9
32 kl）9 2（Z13 3 （男12 5
33 1 I I 2 】 l 3 4
34 2 4 5 l l ＝） 8
35 2 1 2 l　 l O l　 4
36 lZ） l l l　 i くり　0 2
37 （11 6 21 3 仕）2 10
38 2 5（11 3 0）0 10
39 l 3 l l 1 4
40 2日）． 3 l （1）O l　 5
41 3 2 0 1　 5
42 1 l 2 0 4
43　t 2 3 nl 0C1）5
44 1 l 0 2
1　 45 3 1 0 4
46 l l O I　 2
47 l 3 ！ I　 o 4．
48 1 0 1
49 rZ）1 0（2）1
50 0 0
51 1 l l 0 2
52 2 2 0 4
53 0 0
54 l 0 1
55 l［ 0 0
56 0 0
5’了 1 0 1
58 l 0 l
59 l 0 l




64 1 0 1
65 ギ 0 0
66 0 0
1　 67 0 0
J　tOtal如41 35（も）72（～）51 （うう34 （＝22 抽147　b）108
LaVerageヒZB l 0．9　ヒ29．6 b9．7　巨9．3．8 如 ．1 b9．5
me　lan l l
Source：　Compiled by author from materials of the National
Diet Library．
Note Unit is individual person．
Figuresin parenthesis represent foreign students
and they are excIuded．Foreigners are notincIud－
edin caiculation of fuJl age and average age as
of March　31′1989．
Tohoku is Touhoku Universi ty
Tokyo is University of Tokyo
Kyoto is Kyoto University
Kyushu is Kyushuu University
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27 2 1 3 5 0
28 2 2 （H　S rり　9 0
2g 4 l 9 13 1
30 l 1 l 1 4 7 1
31 2 l ＝）3 【り　6 0
32 0 0
33 l 0 1
i　 34 0 0
3　 35 0 0
I　 36 0 0
i　 37 1 0 1


























64 I　 o 0
65 I　 o 0
，　 66 0 0
67 0 0
j ・tOtal7 0 9 ．3 1 0lZ）24 1（2141 4
．aYeT．age8．9 拉8．9　bo．730 29 3729　bZ．3
Source：　CompiIed by author from name Iist in　”Record of
Note
Japanese Doctorates　（1957　to196l editions）．”
Teikoku Chiho Gyosei Gakkai
Unit isindividual person．Figuresin parenthesis
represent foreign students and they are excluded．
Foreigners are not inc L uded in calculation of
full age and average age as
Tohoku is Touhoku University
Tokyois〕niversity of Tokyo
















27 3 15 18 0
28 2 l 9 12 0
2g 2 3 3 8 l 13 4
30 l 1 5 1 3 10 Z
3 1 3 4 4 （Z）4 ○ u ）1 1 9
32（11 1 l 2 2 日） 4 ビ）3 7
33 2 Z 日） 1 日1 2 3
34 2 】 7 l（2）1 7 （2）2 l了
35 2 6 1 l 4 ’ 1 13
35 6 3 0 9
37 1 3 l 3 ○ 8
33 l 3 1 3 0 8
3g 2 l 5 0 8
40 l 1 （1）4 0 （Ⅰ）6
4 1 3 】 3 0 7
42 1 4 0 5
43 3 0 3
44 1 0 1
45 l 3 0 4
45 1 0 1
47 0 0
48 0 0
49 l 0 1
50 ○ 0
5 1 l 1 3 0 5
52 l 2 0 3
53 1 0 1
54 l 0 1
55 3 0 3
56 l 0 1
57 】ー 0 1
58 l 0 1
59 0 0
50 0 0





65 l 0 1
67 0 0
totalkll12ll 17 50 3 6（ら140（1165レア）7 2 1川33
Yerageヒ29 ．2　b 7 ．4 b o ．5‾胃7 ．6 33　b 7 ．3 ヒ8二440♭9 ．2　b 8 －7
Source：　Compiled by author from name　＝st in　’’Record of
Japanese Doctorates（1965　edition）．’r Teikoku Chiho
Gyosei Gakkai．
Note 〕nit is individual person．
Figu res in parenthesis represent foreign students
and they are excluded．Foreigners are not incIuded
in caIculation of fuII age and average age as of
March　31′1966．
Tohhoku is Touhoku University
Tokyo j s University of Tokyo
Kyoto is Kyoto〕niversity
Kyushu is Kyushuu Un j versity
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27 13 3 29 45 0
I　 28 20 k日．12 （1）33 （2）65 0
1　 29 ll 16 2 2 l （11131 日目42 4
1　 30 7 8 4 3 11 2 29 6
31 5 1 8 11 1〈11 3 4 （＝16 17
f
－　 32 2
4 6 l 1 3 7 10
1　 33 l 5 l 6 l日）2 3 日1 4 16
34 1 3 1 l 3 1　 1 8
l　 35 4 6 1 2 （21 3（2）l 15
－　 36 1 1 4 13 （11 10 （11 1 18
37 4 1 3 3 2 I l 12
38 2 7 （1） （2）了 （1）0（2116
39 l 2 1 2 0 6
I　 40 （11 3 2 10 0 （1日5
「 4 1 l 2 7 0 10
42 l l 2 0 4
－　 43 3 3 1　 0 6
2　　44 3 ‘4 1 8 1　 0 16
「　 45 2 1 2 2 0 7
45 l 1 1 4 0 7
47l 2 5 ．0 7
48 1 l 1　 0 2
49 1 1 2 0 4
50 l 0 l
51 0 0
52 1 0 1
53 l 2 0 3
十‾－
i　 54 1 l 0 2
55 （11 1 0 （＝ 1
「‾　56 1 1 】 0 3
　ー 57 0 0
58 t 2 0 3
‘　 5g 2 0 2
60 0 0
61 l 0 1
62 1　 0 0
63 0 0
64 1　 0 0
65 1　 0 0
66 l 0 l
1　 67 1 0 1 l
i total59（l）31 日 5474 6 24 は193（i）95　馳 12　肺25
如erage如 ．7 b 8．4　拉9 ．7　b 7．330．5b9 ．3如 ．4　k l．5　如 ．g　b9，5
Source：　CompiIed by author from namelist in”Record of
Japanese Doctorates（1970　edition）′’’Kooj unsha．
Note Unit isindividual person．
FigureS in parenthesis represent
foreign students and they are excluded．Foreigners
are not incIuded in ca L culation of fu H age and
average ag．e as of March　31′1971・
Tohoku is Touhoku University
Tokyois University of Tokyo
Kyoto is Kyoto Unirversity
Kyushu is Kyushuu University
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⊂ 垂 孟 Tokyo Total
OurS霊 呈冒：芸CollPSOurS悪 霊CourSe彊 器n OurSeだま㌶ n
27 t4111 9く4）11 1 （3）31 0
28
29
（4）ll （2日2 （2）9 げ）32 0




2（11 2 1（Ⅰ）2 l l（1）6 （1）2
17）3 日1 5（11 3 3（］）l 2 （1りT　klllO
（H l 3＝1 2 5k封 1 I（7）3 9
33（A） 5 t31 2 8 （3） 1 11の　2 14
34（］） 3 2 8（11 3 牲）2 14
35 （2）l（1） （1）3（2） 2 k∋）0（3）6
36（1） ○（2） 4（Zl 3 tS）0 12
37（1） 3 ． （11 3 （1）0！日　6
38 6 4（2） 3 （之）0 13
39 l （11 9 2 0日112
40 5 5（Z） 6 CZ）0 17
41 8 6 111 2 0 く＝16
42（1） l 8 4 （＝　0 13
43 1 1 4 1　 0 6
44 3 3 8 ．0 14
45 lrl）4 l　 4 6 0（1日4
46 5 2 2 0 9
47（1） 3 4 3 （11 0 10
48 1 3 1 0 5
49 2 l l I　 o 4
50 （114 （1） （1〉　0（日　4
51 1 l k11 1 0（1）3
52 2 3 l I　 o 6
53 2 1　 0 2
54 2 1 0 3
55 1 l 1 0 3
56 1 1　 2 1 0 4
57 2 1　 0 2
58 2 0 2
59 l 0 1
60 3 l 0 4
61 1　 0 0
62 l 1 0 2
63 4 0 4
64 l 0 0
65 l 0 1
66 0 0
67 1　 0 0
68 l 0 t
totalkj刃32く5）80klZBg 柄03 k28129（3）68 0．0　加00 b125l
a寸erage担8．3　k3．2 如 ．l kl．3 拉8．1 k2．1如 ．5　k2．1
Source：　Compiled by author frorn materials of the National
Diet Library Gakkai．
Note Unit is individual person．
Figuresin parenthesis represent foreign students
and they are excluded．Foreigners are not included
in calcuIation of full age and average age aS Of
March　31．1989．
Tohoku is Touhoku University
Tokyois University of Tokyo
Kyoto is Kyoto University
Kyushu is Kyushuu University
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Table19・Ages at Which Doctorate Degreesin Science and
Engineering are Awardedin the United States




??????????＝??????????? … ?????「㌘??????????????????????????????? ? ???????????????????ュ??????? ＝? ???〔? ??? ??????????????????? ????（??????????????????????っ???ュ?????? ????????? ??
?????? ??????? ュ???? ?????ュ?? ?????? ?
?＿??っ」??????ュ???．????? ???? ?
??????? ?????? ??
????????????? ?㌶?????????????ュ??? 】 ? ? ??



















































????????????????????????????????? ????????????????㌶???????????????????????，????? ????????＝???????????????????????????????? ＝???ュ??????????? ー?????????????? ?????????????????????????????「?? ＝ ???????????????????????????????????? ヵ ＝ ?????????????????????????????? ?????????????．????? ?㌶???????????????????????? ??????????????
Source：　NSF”science and engineering doctorates：1960－87”
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Table20．Rate of Advancement bY Science Department Graduates




Departnent graduates a lO23有1068811077115541180311755；117231223412698128141338針13388
寝dvancetomster’sprogrambl7011785187519412008　2164　2194　2279　2445　2613　2817　30町l
Rateofadvancementb／a　；16・6篤一16・7％16・9％16・8；117・0篤18・4篤
source：Ministry EducationJ Science′　and Culture H Report of
Basic Survey on Scho0ls，一（each year）・
Table　21．　Number of Enr011ment Applications and Number of




Number of enrollDentS a　1858　つ922　2050　2124　2174！2357】2557：2775　2968
】
Index lOO lO3　107　114　117　127　138　149　160
Nuのer of applicants b　　5590　5215　5286　ニ5115．4987　5193　5213　5634　5810
Ratio b／a 3．0　　2．7　　2．6　　2．4　　2．3　　2．2　　2．0　　2．0　　2．0
Source：Ministry Education′　Science′　and Culture・r Report of
Basic Survey on SchooIs”（each year）．





Source：　Ministry Education′　Science．and Culture”Report of
Basic Survey on SchooIs．r（each year）．
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Table23・Rate ofAdvancement touniversitYScience Doctorate
Programs
l　　　　　　1　1　1197719781979198019811982E1983日98419851986つ987㌦988








Rate of advanCenent tO
mSter，sprogra血C／b　　「軋0鷺39．7計38．3射36．3射35．6‡34．4篤34．5篤30．7‡32．4鷺34．0篤31．6Ⅹ
Source：Compiled by author from Ministr′　Education′　Science′
and CuIture　．．Report of Basic Survey on SchooIsr’
Note
（each year）．
The advancement rate by department for year X is
calculated from number of advancement to doctor’s
programsin X／（×－2）year department graduates　＊100・
Table　24．Number of Enrollment Appiications and Number of
Enr011mentsin University Science Doctorate Programs
Year　　　　　　1980　1981　1982　1983　1984　1985　1986　1987　1988
Nu血ber of enroll血ent．S a　　657　　622　　623　　646　　695　　689
??????
??? ? 〓 ?????







Source：　Ministry Education／Science′　and Culture HReport of












Source：　Ministry Education′　Science′　and Culture HReport of
Basic Survey on Scho0ls”（each year）．
Table26・Number of Students Engaged j一m UniversitY Science
Doctorate programs
Index lOO93　　　91
Source：　Ministry Education′　Science′　and Culture HReport of
Basic Survey on Sch00ls．．（pach year）．
Table　27・Rate of Advancement by Engineering Department
Graduates to University Engineering Haster，s
ProgTamS
Rate of advanceDent b／a10．5両．8Ⅹ9．4篤．9．8篤10．1罵111．2針12．0鷺・13．1鼠
！
13．9㍍14．3鷺 ?????????????
Source＝　Ministry Education′　Science′　and Culture HReport of
Basic Survey on SchooIs一’（each year）．
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Table　28．　Number of Enrollment Applications and Number of
Enr011mentsin University Engineering Haster’s
Programs
1980　こ19811982．198331984　1985　1986　1987　1988
Number of enrollmentS a　757217902　　8585　　8870　　9884　1068′‖11422　12275　1310g
l
Index lOO．104．109　　11713ト14日 51；162手173
Source：　Ministry Education′　Science′　and Culture HReport of
Basic Survey on SchooJs，．（each year）．
Table　29．　Number of Students Engagedin UniverSity
Engineering‘Master’s Programs
1980i1981－1982　1983　1984　1985　1986　1987　1988






Source：　Ministry Education′　Science′　and CuJture HReport of
Basic SurVey On SchooIsH（each year）．
Table　30・Number of Enrollment Applications and Number of





Nu肺er of enroll皿entS a




Nuのer of appliCantS b
油atio b／a
????????????????? ． ? ?????〔????
116111350
1・1jl・1i　中　Ll
Source：　Ministry Education．Science，and Culture’’Report of
Basic Survey on SchooIsr’（each year）．
1138－



















Source：　Compiled by author from Ministry Education′SCience′
and Cuiture　　’r Report of Basic Survey on SchooJsH
（each year）
Note The advancement rate by department for year Xis
Calculated frorn number of advancement to doctorls
PrOgramin X／（×－2）year department graduates　＊100．
















Source：　Ministry Education′　Science′　and CuIture　‖Report of
Basic Survey on SchooIsH（each year）．
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Source：　Ministry Education′　Science′　and Culture”Report of
Basic Survey on SchooIs’r（each year）．












Source：Investigated by author with reference to”Foreign
Note
St．udent’s Guide to Graduate SchooJ EnroIlment′’’
The Asia Student CulturaI Association，　For1987′
however′figures were compiIed by the author from
”University Data Sources　一．（reference document
33）．
The total number of people for1980，1982′1983
and1985　were caJculated by proportional distri－
bution of approximate values according to period．
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Table　35．Number of Foreign Students Enrolledin University
science Doctorate ProgramS and Percentage Of









Source：　Number of foreign students was compiled by the
author with reference to’’Foreign Studenピs
Guide to Graduate SchooI EnroHment．’’For1987′
however′．．University Data Sources．r（reference
document　33）was used．The number of students
enrolledin a doCtOrate PrOgramS WaS COmPiled
by the author from Ministry Education′　Science




The percentages of active Japanese students
1979．1980′1982．1983　and1985　werJ derived
the assumption that they are proportional
the surrounding periods．
???? ??









Source：　Conpiled by the author with reference to”Foreign
Note
Student－s Guide to Graduate SchooI EnroIlment The
Asia Student CuItural Association1．．　For lg87．
however．figures were compiled by author frorn
’’〕niversity Data Sources．r（referenCe document　33）．
The total numbers of peopJe in1980′1982．1983
and1985　were calculated by proportionaJ distri－
bution of the approximate numbers according tO
Period．
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Table37・Number of Foreign Students Enrolledin University
Engineering Doctorate Programs and Percentage of
Japanese Among Enrolled Students





Source：　Number of foreign StUdents was cornpiIed by the
author lVith reference to　’’Foreign Studentls
Guide to Graduate SchooI Enrollment．．’For1987′
however．’．University Data Sources r’（reference
document　33）　was used．
Note
The number of students enroIIed in a doctorate
pro9ramS WaS COrnPiled by the author from the
Ministry Education，　Scince and Culture”Report
of Basic Survey on SchooIs’’（each year）．
The percentageS Of active Japanese studentsin
1979．1980′1982．1983　and1985　were derived on the
assumption that they are proportiona t to the
surrounding periods．
Table　38．　Number of Science Course－WOrk Doctorates Per Unit
Population（100，000　people）inJapan
10．411丑394　『．380
source：TheJapanese popuLationis the estimated population
for each year by the Bureau of Statistics office of
the Prime Minister．For1980　and1985′　however′　the
poputation figures come from the national census・
The numbers of course－WOrk doctorates（fiscal year）
were compiled by the author from Table　3・
Note　：Unit ofJapan popUlationislO′000　people・
ー142ー












Source：The Japanese populationis the estimated population
for each year by the Bureau of Statistics office of
the Prime Minister，For1980　and1985′　however′　the
population flgUreS COme from the nationaI census．
The numbers of course（ゴoctoraとes（fiscaI ye8「）were
compiled by the author from Table　3．
Note　：Unit of JaPan POPUIation isl0．000　peopIe．
The percentage Of active Japanese stud8ntS COmeS
frorn Tab】e　35．Howe＞erバ979こ99．5％．ln computing tho
number of Japanese COUrSe doctorates′Since the gra胃
duate sch00l programlasts for third years′When the
percentage of active Japanese students is assumed
to be comprised of a H second－year StUdents′　Since
these students becorne third－year Students the next
year．the number of JapaneSe COUrSe－WOrk doctorates
for the current year was obtained by rnultiplyin9
the percentage Of active students in the previous
year by the number of courseTWOrk doctoratesin the
CUrrent year．















source：TheJapanese population is the estimated population
for each year by the Bureau of Statistics office of
the Prime Minister．For1980　and1985′　however′　tthe
population figUreS COme from the national census・
The nUmbers of course－WOrk doctorates（fiscal year）











Source：The Japanese population is the estimated popuIation
fo！・．each ye∂r by the Bure∂U Of Stat j stics off j Ce Of
the Prime Minister．For1980　and1985．however′　the
population figUreS COme from the nationaI census．
The numbers of course－WOrk doctorates（fisca L year）
were compiled by the author frorn Table　7．
Note　：Unit of Japan populationislO′000　people．
The percenta9e Of active Japanese students comes
from Table　37．　However′197g＝95．7％．】n computing
The nurnber of Japanese course doCtOrateS．Since the
graduate schooi programs Iasts for third yearsノWhen
the percentage of acti＞e Japanese students is as－
sumed to be cornprised of a EI second－year Student：S，
since these students become third－year St．Udents the
next year′　the number oF Japanese course－WOrk doc－
to rates for the current year was obtained by muト
tiplying the percentage of active students in the
prevjoUs year by the nu汀沌er Of COUrSe－WOrk oc or－
ates in the cu r rent year．
?????????」
Tabie42．Number Who Compiete UniversitY Science Doctorate










Source：　Ministry Education．Science．and Culture’’Report of
Basic Survey on SchooIs”（each year）．
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Table　43．Number Who Complete University Engineering Doctorate
Programs and Number Wh00btain Academic Degree
Nu遭ber of
Year l CO叫1etions



















source：Ministry Education′Science′and Cu．turellReport of
Basic Survey on SchooIs，．（each year）・
Table　44．Percentage of Doctor，s Degree Acquisition bYJapaneSe







Source：　For1985and1986′“Report of Results of Administra－
tive inspection to Po＝cies for Acceptance of For－
eign Students and Education of Japanese Boys and
Girls Returning to Japan′’’Administrativelnspection
Bureau．Management and Coordination Agency（March
1988）．　For1987　and1988．．r Outline of Systemin
Japan for Foreign Students r’by the Foreign Student
Section，Jnternational Bureau of Science′Ministry of
Education′Science and Culture（Julyl989）．
調145′・－
Tabie45．Conditions of the Master，s Deg・reein the United States
－　Number of Studonts by Subject Major′　Number
of Advancing StudentS／　Number of Employed
Students and Ernployment Rate　－
Number of Students by Subject Major
total　population excIusivo　 of　fullT　time　graduate　StUdent
1980 1981 19823 1984 198501981 1982 198341985
total．aII　＝oid 41500 46700 48400 47500 54000 61100 32900 36900 37700 37200 42200 48100
physicaI sciencos 2900 2700 3100 3100 3300 400020001800 1900 17009 2300
ath／staヒistics 2700 4100 3200 2800 3700 3800 2300 3300 2800 2300 3000 3100
enVlr0n　SC　寡　enC81500 1700 2000 2000200 2700 1100 1400 1700 1600 1400 2100
biology 5700 5500 5700 4900 5600 53003 3800 3100 32008 3300
sub－tOtal 12800 14000 14000 12800 14600 15800 9000 10300 9500 8800 10100 10800
cornputer　scionce 3700 5000 4700 59008 00 970032004600 4200 5400 7500 8700
Onglneerlng11700 13800 13000 13900l7800 19900 10200 11700 11100 11600 14700 16600
sub一［0ヒai I5400 18800 17700 19800 25800 29600 13400 16300 15300 17000 22200 25300
Number of Advancing Students and Advancement Rate
FuII－timO　graduato　s亡udonts ratio
1980 1981 1982 19831984 1985 1980 1981 1982 19834 5
total．aII ＝eId 8600 9800 10700 103001 70 13 0 21％ 21％ 22％ 22％ 22％ 21％
hysicaI sCionces900 900 1200 1400140 1700
ath／statistics400 700 4005 0 600 800
enVlrOn　SCIenCO400 300200 400 600 600
biology 2100 1600 2600 17001800 2000
sub－tOtal 3800 ．3500 4400 4000440 5100 30％ 25％ 31％ 31％ 30％ 32％
comPUtOr　SCionco500 400400 500 500 1000
englneerlng1500 2100 1900 23003100 3300
sub－tOtaI 2000 2500 2300 28003600 4300 13％ 13％ 13％ 14％ 14％ 15％
part　tirnO　 graduato　studonts
1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985
totaI．aIl field 4500 4300 4200 4200 5100 4700
physical scioncOS300 300 200 200 300300
ath／statistics 200 400 600 100 400300
0nVIrOn　SClenC8100 100 100 100 100 200
biology 400 500 3004 0 600500
sub－tOtal 1000 1300 1200 800 1400 1300
cornputor　scionc8 300 500 300 400 600 300
OngIneOrIng1300 1000 1400 1400 1800 1700
sub－tOtal 1600 1500 1700 180024002 00
Number of Employed Students and Ernployment Rate
number　of　tota omploved total employment　rムtio
1980 1981 19823 1984 1985 1980 198I1982 I983 1984 1985
total．alI fiold 31100 34100 35900 34400 40900 45600 95％ 92％ 95％ 92％ 97％95％
Physical sciences 1900 1600 1800 16001700 2200
ath／statistics 2200 3000 2700 210029002900
enVIr0n　SClenC81000 1200 1600 1500 1300 2000
biology 3400 3500 2800 28003600 3100
SUb－total 8500 9300 8900 8000950 1 200 94％90％ 94％ 91％ 94％ 94％
COMPUtOr　SCionce 3200 4500 4000 5300 7400 8500
englneOrIng9800 113001 90011000 14400 16200
SUb－tOtal 13000 15800 14900 16300 21800 24700 97％ 97％ 97％ 96％ 98％ 98％
Source：　NSF　‖characteristics of recent science／engineering
graduates：1982′1984′1986日．
Note Employment ratio　＝　emPIoyed／excLusive of fuIltimes
＊100．
Table46．Number of Science and Engineering DoctOrateS
in the United States
1980 19811982 1983 1984 1985 19861987 1988
Physical sCi白nCOS 25212627 2694 2802 2845 29163090 3212 3320
8arth．atmos．marin 628 583 657637 14 617 589 628 726
ath／statistics 744 728 720 701 698688 729 740749
biology 3803 38043893 3741 3880 3791 38083836 4106
sub－tOtal I．里芋系7696 7742 7964 7881 8037 8012 82168416 890
l
COmPUtOr　SCienCO218 232220 286 295 310 39g 450514
englnOOrlng24792528 2646 2781 2913 31663376 3712 4190
sub－t。tal　 工学系2697 2760 2866306732083476 3775 41624704
Source：　NSF”early release of summary statistics on science
and engineering doctorates1988’’．
NSF”science and engineering doctorates：1980－87日．
Note The data for a given year incIude．doctorates
awarded in the12－mOUth on June　30　0f that year．
Table47・Number of Science and Engineering Doctorates Among
U・S・Citizens and non－U・S Citizens with permanent







Source：　NSF r’earJy release of summary statistics on science
and engineering doctoratesl988’P．
NSF”science and engineering doctorates：1980－87日．
Note The data for a given year include′doctorates award－
ed in thel2－mOUth on June　30　0f that year．
Table48．Number of Science DoctorateS Per Unit Population
（100，000people）in the United States
1980．1981！198信983】1984；1985i19861198711988
U・S・pOpulation j2277623014i23252i23480123700　23928！24162　24393124633
NuDber of science doctorates；7696！7742；7964　7881：8037　801㌫　821618416　8901
NuzBber of doctorates per unit
SClenCeS 3．379　3．364　3．425　3．356　3．3913．348．3．400　3．450　3．613
source：The U．S．population was compiled by the author
from the United Nations Monthly Bu＝etin of
Statistics（7，1989）and the number of doctor－
Note
ates′　from NSF．
NSF．．earIy release of summary statistics on
science and engineering doctorates1988’r・
NSF・rscience and engineering doctorates‥1980－87”
The data for a given yearincIudeJ doctorates
awardedin the12－mOUth onJune　30　0f that year・
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Table49・　Number of Engineering Doctorates Per Unit Popu－












Source：　NSF’’earJy release of surnmary statistics on
science and engineering doctorates1988．，
Note
NSF”science and engineering doctorates：1980－87’’
The data for a given year incIude　′　doctorates
awardedin the12－mOuth on June　30　0f that year．
Table　50．　Number of Science Doctorates Per Unit Population
（100，000people）Among U・S・Citi2：enS and non－U・S









Source：　NSF”early reJease of summary statistics on
Science and engineering doctorates1988”．
Noい∋
NSF’’science and engineering doctorates：1980－87”
The data for a given yeaririClude　′　doctorates
awardedin thel2－mOuth on　∴tne　30　0f that year．
Table51・Number of Engineering Doctorates Per Unit Population
（100，000　people）　　Among U、3．Citizens and non－U．S












NSF’’science and engineering doctorates：1980－87．．
The data for a given year incIude′　doctorates
awardedin the12－mOUth on June　30　0f that year．
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Table52・Emp10yment Rate of Thosewho Compiete University
Science Doctorate programs，and received this
degrees and those who did not








Source：　Cornpi Eed by author from Ministry of Education，
Science and Culture r’Report of Basic Survey on
SchooIs’’（each year）．
Note Employment rate agalnSt degree aCqUisitions
＝　nUmber of employed／number of degree acquisitions
＊100
Rate of unemp！oyment
＝　number of unemployed　／number of completions and
received degrees and those who did not　＊100
Table　53・Employment Rate of Those who Complete University
Engineering Doctorate Programs，and received this















Source：　CompiIed by author from Ministry Qf Education．
Science and Culture’’Report of Basic Survey on
SchooIs．’（each yea「）．
Note：　　Employment rate against de9ree acqUisitions
＝　nUmber of empIoyed／number of degree aCquisitions
＊100
Rate of unemp oyment
＝　nUmber of unemployed／nurnber of completions and
received degreeS and those who did not　＊100
－150－
Table　54・Employment Conditions of University Professors and
Scientific Researchers Who Completed UniversitY
Science Doctorate Programs′　and received this




















Source：　Ministry EduCation．Scj ence，and Cu L ture’’Report of
Basic Survey on SchooIs’l（each year）．
Table55・Employment Conditions of University Professors and
Scientific Researchers who Completed University
Engineering Doctorate Programs，and received this
degrees and those who did not
酌川ber of
Year e叩loyed
?????????????? ???????????????????????? ?????????? ??????????????????????
Nu肺er of Number of l Percentage of！Percentage of
university scientific
professors researChers






















Source：Ministry Education．Science′　and Culture HReport of
Basic Survey on SchooIsH（each year）．
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Table　56・Compositionai Percentage by Academic HistorY
Of UniversitY Science Graduates Employedin
光anufacturing
完霊 告聖 笠、 1970 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 198 】 1982 1983 1984 】985 19861987 198
D忠 恕 2924 234618362020 1839 2120 2165 2563 2997 3056 2903 3440 3557 3610 3083
90％ 87％ 90％ 86％ 83％ 83％ 81％ 82％ 81％ 80％ 78％ 80％80％ 79％ 76％
master－s
P「09「amS
278 307 188 307 328 391 438 501 631 668 725 783 823 880 914
9％ 11％ 9％ 13％ 15％ 15％ 17％ 16％ 17％ 18％ 20％ 18％ 18％ 19％ 22％
doctoドs
PrO9ramS
47 56 24 35 35 46 61 74 71 77 83 9881 73 71
1％ 2％ l％ 1％ 2％ 2％ 2％ 2％ 2％ 2％ 2％ 2％ 2％ 2％ 2％
恥h l 3249 2709 2048 2362 2202 2557 2664 3138 3699 3801 3711 432 1 44614563 4068
100％ 100％ 100％ 100％ 100％ 100％ 100％ 100％ 100％ 100％ 100％ 100％ 100％ 100％ 100％
Source‥　Ministry Education．Science′and CuLture．TReport of
Basic Survey on SchooIs．1（each year）．
Table　57．Compositional Percentage by Academic HistorY




1970 1975197619771978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
Uepar［血enL
押adllal．PS
8782 7848 7834 30295 052827828 31473 5254 5717 33477 3176 35373 35916 36 197 2829
93％ 88％ 9 1％ 88％ 88％6 87％ 88％ 88％ 87％ 86％ 86％ 85％ 84％ 83％
masteドs
PrOgramS
21573537 2840 3821 4195 4369 440045154807 50345473 56086 182 6536 6585
7％ ll％ 9％ lt％ 12％ 13％2 ＝％ 12％ 13％ 14％ 14％ 15％15％ t7％
doctOドs
PrOgramS
145 124 81 156 108183 174 179 140 155 148 139 151 110 138
0％ 1％ 0％ 1％ 0％ 1％ 1％ 1％ 0％ 0％ 0％ 0％ 0％ 1％ 0％
Total
3108431509 30755 34272 34831 32380 36047 39948 06648666 387971120 2249 2843 39552
100％ 100％ 100％ 100％ 100％100％ 100％ 100％ 100％ 100％ 100％ 100％ 100％ 100％ 100％
source：Ministry Education′　Science′and Cu－ture　一．Report of
Basic Survey on SchooIsl．（each year）・




























Source：　Japan Scholarship Foundation′”AnnuaJ Report’’．
Note Number of students and scholarship students do
not include students of medicine′　dentistry or
Pharmacolo9y．
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Table59・Status of Economic Support for：Ⅱaster，s and Doctorate





tota】sciences 77704 100％ 86666 100％
feIIowship　and　traineeship12341 16％ 12978 15％
research　ass StantShPS 22240 29％ 27712 32％
teaching　ass stantshPS 26950 35％ 29389 34％
Other　tVPeS　Of　support4121 5％ 4849 6％
se日－SUPPOrt 12052 15％ 11738 13％
physical sciences 22254 27074
fellowship　and　traineeship2183 2376






research　ass stantshPS 3664 3789





researCh　ass stantShPS 773 1017
teaching　ass stantshPS 5373 6897
other　tl′PeS　Of　support664 840
Self－SUPPOrt 1667 2006
bi0log icaI sciences 35817 36916
felIowship　and　traineeship8160 8606
research　aSS stantshPS 9545 12059
teaching　ass stantshPS 9120 8609
Other　types　of　support2177 2126
Self胃SUPPOrt 6815 5516
totaI engineering 47839 100％ 73429 100％
fel10WShip　and　traineeship4970 11％ 6674 9％
research　aSS StantShPS 14951 31％ 22691 31％
teaching　ass stantshPS 8654 18％ 14082 19％
other　types　of　support4760 10％ 6651 9％
Se if－SUPPOrt 14504 30％ 23331 32％
eng IneerIng 41939 59925
fe llowship　and　tra ineeship4603 5781
research　ass stantShPS 13928 20407











NSF．．science and engineering doctorates：1980－87日
Number of students denotes fuハトtirne students．
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Table60・Age Composition of National Univdrsity Professors
and of Researchers at Nationai Testing and Research
Centers
Age Composition of National University Professors
1‾1，‾れ胃‾
A醇、‾▼－＼＿ ．扼打 児ealm用bers ＿Co叩OSitionalperCe雨age
Cat£gOry　L
玩 ‾th肺．－訂商議
1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1986198 1988
ZUuptoZ4years267 266 142 100 67 67 55 65 tX t％ 0％ 0％0％ 0％ 0％ 0％
24－20 1831 2811 2140 1402 1115 1060 1011 1058 6％ 7％ 5％ 3％ 2％ 2％ 2％ 2％
28－32 3742 5585 5753 5408 4239 4154 4032 4219 12％ 15％ 14％ LllX 8％ 8％ 8％ 8％
32－36 5539 5757 7886 7849 7002 6707 6583 6687 19％ 157g 18％ t6％ 13％ 13％12％ t3％
36－40 4336 5630 5706 8458 8329 8622 8370 7830 14％ 15％ 13％ 17％ 16％ 16。 16％ 15％
40－44 3614 4534 5337 5845 7812 7275 7154 7320 12％ 12％ t3％ 12％ 14％ 14％ 13，‘ 14％
1　44－48 2409 3856 4708 5216 6145 6739 7330 7666 8％ 10 11％ 11％ 13％ 13％ 14％14％
48－52 2273 2628 4036 517250515182 5152 5345 7％ 7％9％ 11％10％ 10％ 10％ 10％
ナ▼　52－56 2468 2207 2903 4210 5323 534t 5130 4927 8％ 6％ 7％ 9％ 10％ 10％ 10％ 9％
「・56－60 2193 2403 2098 3161 4114 4300 4569 4899 7％ 6％ 5％ 6％ 896 8％ 9％9
60－ 1645 2332 2337 2183 2833 3088 3233 3235 6％ 6％ 5％ 4％ 6％ 6％ 6％6
N．A． 8 22 0％ 0％
ubbL ～ －一30325 38031h30469004 2030 2535 2619 3251 100％ 100％ 100％ 100％ 100％ 100％ 100％ 100％
一触 CompositionofRcsearchersatNaLionalTesting andResearchCenters
4の 、・ l　　　　　 見ealnu皿bers　　　　　　　　　　　　 CompositionalperCentage
lCaL咤Ory
24－2【1
1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1986 19871988 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1986 1987 1988
48 58 32 21 8 13 3 1％ 1％ 0％ 0％ 0％ 0％ 0％ 0％
587 395 254 162 105 115 113 89 6％ 4％ 3％ 2％ 1％ lX 1％ 1％
962 1053 750 582 570 611640 626 11％ 11％ 7％ 6％ 6％ 6％ 6％ 6％
28胃32 1200 1318 1174 10JlO 916 901 942 985 13％ 13％1 ％ 10％ 9％ 9％ 9％ 10％
．32－36 1811 li54 1547 1260 1120 1063 1039 1054 20％ 11％ 15％12％ 11％ 11％ ll％11％
36－40 1859 1560 1055 1623 1265 1313 1323 1258 20％ 16％ 11％15％ 13％ 13 3 3
l 40－44
44－4とl
109018321303 104915561369 1253 1236 12％ 18％ 13％ 10％ 15％ 13％ 13％ 12％
58611791652 1167 1089 1285 1468 1523 6％ 12％ 16％11％ 1I％ 13％ 15％ 15％
48－52 467 556 1208 1561 1037 970 930 9515％ 6％ 12％ 5％ 10％ 10％ 9％ 10％
［．‘52－56 321 400 582 1234 1319 ltg0 1092 1014 3％ 4％ 6％2％ 13％ 12％ 11％ 10％
56肩60 195 293 325 565 1116 1221 1216 1188 2％ 3％3％ 5％ ＝％ 12％ 12％ 12％
60一 125140 194 19731 13 17 18 1％ 1％ 2％2％ 0％ 0％ 0％ 0％
秤．A． 3 7 2 0％
玩這L 925∠l 9945 10078 10461 10132 10064 10033 9945％ 10 ％ 100％ 100％ 100％ 100％ 100％ 100％
Source：　NationaL Personnel Authority．‘．Fact－finding Survey
of Pay Ratesin government sector’’（each year）．
Note NationaI university professors apply to the table
on remuneration（－）for educational work；researCh－
ers at national testing and research centers apply
to the table on remuneration for research work．
N．A言　N¢t　勘所同巌
Table61・Trendin Age Composition of University Department
Graduates and of Those Who Complete Graduate



















???????? ?? ? ?? ?
?
㍊???????????? ???? ?
Source＝　BuCeaU Of Statistics office of the PriTne Minister
1982　ETnPloyrnent Status Survey statistics
2ここ了霊豊㌫霊計器ーdinationApency1987
Table　62．Trendin Age Composition of University Department
Graduates and of lThose Who Complete Graduate




R。al 伽叫Si『。al 肋叫Sト　　 ！
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j
tional　nu肺肝tional　 声u肺rtional inu肺rtional　馳－］　 Re－
搾rCent喝e】
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l匹m t岬 r centagef i固Cent呼…issued 1982手2987issued
15－19；1 i l ア427 i 3鷺　　 膿 ド、













皿51 10篤　さ封32仇　 1　　　　 認罵J
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Source：　Bureau of Statistics office of th8　Prirne Tninister
lg82　EmP10yrnent Status Survey’．　Statistics
BureaU‾Management and coorl＝∩ation AgenCy　　1987
〔mpIoyment Status Survey’’・　　－156一
Tabie63．Compositional Percentage by Academic HistorY
of University Science Graduates Employed as
university Professors or Scientific Researchers
ACade肺c
histのrV





54 43 76 2941 2023 28 38 14 11 10 4 25 13
369 290 330 207 278 362 325 253 189 301 208 71 97 245 174
423 333 406 236 319 382 348 281 227 315 219 81 101 270 187
．鮎 I▼面 玩軒 127 100 122 71 96 115 105 8468 95 66 24 30 81 46





109 58 48 44 47 37 40 35 24 26 17 22 22 15 20
50 6341 70 6487 117 145 143110 125 174 138 151 190
159 12189 114 111 124 157 180 167 136 142 196 160 166 210
聴 ㌫ 蒜 蒜 蒜 ー 13！ 100 74 94 92 †02 130 149 138 I！2 117 162 132 137 174









143 llT 97 lt3 80 lll 117 84 82 85 75 79 96 93 100
22 37 21 28 28 37 54 55 74 53 59 82 78 76 65
t．65 154 118 141 108 148 171 13g 156 138 134 161 174 169165
107 100 77 92 70 96 lll90 101 90 87 105 113 110 107
22％ 25％ 19％ 29％ 20％ 23％25％23％ 28％ 23％ 27％ 37％ 40％ 28 29％
「
L 一＿一＿調胃
鹿 紐 悪 欝 S
血 1
iニ1ndexl
306 218 221 186 168 168 I80 川7 144 125 103 III 122 I33 133
441 390 392 305 370 486 496 453 406 464 392 327 313 472 429
747 608 613 491 ．538 654 676 600 550 589 495 438 435 605 562
123 100 101 81 88 108 1日 99 90 97 81 72 72 100 92
，壁画 箪垂 匹rCの蟻e100％ 100％ 100％ 100％ 100％ 100％ tOO％ 100％ 100％100％100％100％ 100％1100％
Source：　Ministry Education．Science．and CuIture’’Report of
Basic Survey on Schools’r　（each year）．
Note The index is1975＝100．
Table　64・Compositional Percentag・e by Academic History of
UniversitY Englneering Graduates EmpioYed as





1970 1975 19767 1978 1979 1980 198 1 1982 1983 1984 1985 19861987 1988
伽par加nt
graduaLes




139 8690 4 l 38 32 49 88 43 57 20 709 1 32
264 244 327 296 236 29 1 13 1 】42 134 27 t 76 6 1 33 58 760
403 330 417 337 274 323 180230 77 32896 131 62 68 792
122 100 126 102 83 98 55 70 54 99 29 40 192 1 240




能悪 il如 瑳猥 S
160 137 128 138 129前「 8 88 8278 76 69 82 77 77
38 60 132 235 344 366 370 453 390 299 328 98 112 134235
198 197 260 373 473 464 468 54 1 472 377 404 167 194 211312
血桓
ico画己iLiの1．痺肺n掬e’‘
101 100 132 189 240 236 23875 240 191 205 85 98 107 158
23％ 20％ 30％40％ 50％ 48％ 53％ 56％ 54％ ‘41％ 57％ 34％43％ 43％ 23％
Course
doCtβraLes
237 137 168 166 152 156 165 156 165 162 166 143 165183 204
18 32 28 55 41 28 63 52 59 49 46 50 32 34 52
255 169 196 221 193 184 228 208 224 211 212 193 197 217 256
151 100 116 13 1114 109 135 123 133 125 125 1141 7 128 15 t
脚岬STtlOn訂華甲両帝30％ 24％ 22％ 24％ 21％ 19％ 26％ 2 1％ 26％ 23％ 30％ 39％ 43％ 44％19％
Total
il
恕 醜 駄 536 360 386 345 319 286 3 12 332 290 297 262 282 276 270 3 13
320 336487 586 621 68L 564 647 583 61g 450 209 177226 1047
856 696 873 931 940 971 876 979 873 9 16 7 12 491 453 496 1360
123 100 125 13生＿135 140 12614 1 125 t32 102 71 65 71 195
100％ 100％ 】00％1 0％ 100％ tOO％ 100％ 100％ 100％ 100％ 100％10 ％ 10 ％ 100％ 100％
Source：Ministry Education′Science′and Culture HReport of
Basic Survey on SchooIsH（each year）．
Note Theindexis1975＝100．
Tabie65．Number of Graduates from Engineering or Science
DepartmentSt Number Who Complete Haster，s ProgramS′
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Note：　The number of doctoratesin Japan means fiscal1979
for1980′　fiscaI1984　for1985　and fiscal　1987　for
1988．
The Nurnbers of course－WOrk doctorates corne from
Tables　3　and　7　0f attached statistics tabJes．
The number of young doctorates comes frorn Table　70
0f the tables．
The number of　〕．S．citizen doctorates incIudes　〕．S
Citizens and non－U．S．citizens with perma nent visas
The number of foreign studentsis obtained by divi胃
ding the number of foreign students givenin the
Report of Basic Survey on SchooIs by　4　′　the number
Of active student years．
The number of master’s degree foreign studentsis
obtained by dividing．
The number of foreign students given in Tables　34
and　　36　0f the attached tabIes by　2′　　the number of
active student years．
The number of foreign students among the number of
course－WOrk doctorates comes from Table16　and　33
0f the Report．
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Attached Table Computation Table of Human Resources Supply
in Science and Engineeringin the United
States

















8th／St日sH S121006．95．9961166413001253104111600 95157 250023751339
nVlrOn　SClenCe680 976．197 5651800173848277500 96720 1600 365664
10「Ogy409008．27．99 4 021550015198240434200 98 351 12001391619600
ub　totnl 76300 743925024879 94507530 729762520 2452048456
0叩Uter　SCienCe105005．74．89510001　200 日981040000 95380002200209035910
nglnee「lng6 2306 155327350320 5212684700 927792491087269552
lIb　toh 7100 6532 37033926936124700 115924 1300104621046
nSteドsdegree
hysicaIscinCeS 29006．98586249390077417194 0 953800170161 215
8th／stH Hcs27004．41．983225 00 3339 8772926800616231
1nVlrOn　SClenCe15 5534 412（i7400 338 9792700 8222146004921722
0rOgy57003．2 ．893302100196 33665300934929201860 06
Ub　tohH1280 lB333800349792415800 1386951004583．9286
0岬uter　SCience 37004．48．2813008500 40726019700 78756610007806786
nglneertIlg117004．12．1738553 50 10977456 900 7 1452733024912118




nrth．8tmOS，＆mI・ine1Ci 51 26 538 442 32 474
8thel18tiCS 520 62 582 376 42 418
10rOgy 3279 1513430 3144 108352
ub　tot816195 90658 600 317632
0巾PUter　SCienCe 15613169 189 24 213
nglnerlng1255 299554 12793151594
血　totflt 411 312173 468133 1807
Source：　NSF dcharacteristics of recent science　＆　engineering
graduates：1982′1984．1988　d
Note U．S．citizens wj th bacheJoドs and rnaster▼s degreeS
are calculated by the foIlowing formula：
（number　＊　percentage of U．S．citizens）
－（number of full－time　＊　percentage of U．S．citizens）
Table66・Total N血ber of Science Doctorates per Unit
Populat土on（100′000people）⊥nJapan（TOtal




Nu肺er of science course
－WOrk doctorates　　457　　433’42狛　397　　459　　497J　479　　464
NuEIber of science disser－t
tation doCtOrateS　　　　　365　　358　　333；　377　　348　　363　　341　373
Tota1　　　　　　　　822　　791　　762　　774　　807　　860　　820　　837
Number of doCtOrateS Per
unit O．702　0．671　0．642　0．647　0．671　0．710　0．674　0．685
Source：　The Japanese popu Lationis the estimated popu Lation
for each year by the Bureau of Statistics of the
Office Prime Minister．The figures for1980　and1985ノ
however．come from the national census．The number of
COUrSe－WOrk doctorates and number of disser tation
doctorates（fiscal year）were compi．ed by the author
from Ta‘ble　3．
Note The unit of the Japanese populationislO，000　people．
Tabie67・Total Number of Engineering DoctorateS Per Unit
Population（100，000people）in Japan（Total of















The Japanese populationis the est，imated population
for each year by the Bureau of Statistics of the
Office Prime Minister．The figures for1980　and1985′
however′COme f rom the nationaI census．The number of
course－WOrk doctorates and nurnber of cissertation
doctorates　（fiscal year）were compiled by the author
from TabIe　7．
The unit of the Japanese popuIation is l0，000　people．
ー11だ－
Table　68．　Total Number of Japanese Science Doctorates Per
Unit Population（100，000people）inJapan（Total











Nuuber of doctorates per unit．0．70侶　0．668
7 6i　796　　846．　795！　801
0・662几69910・653j O・655
Source：　The Japanese populationis the esとimated popu．ation
for each year bソ　　the Bureau of Statistics of the
Office Prime Minister．The flgUreS for1980　8nd1985′
however，COme from the nat L Ona L census．　The number
Of cou rse－WOrk doctorates and number of dissertation
doctorates（fiscal year）Were COmPiled by the author
from Table　3．
Note The unit of the Japanese populatl0nislO′000　peopIe．
Table　69．　Totai Number ofJapanese Engineering Doctorates Per
Unit Populat⊥on（100′000　people）⊥nJapan（Total of




















Source：　The Japanese populationis the estimated population
for each year by the Bureau of Statistics of the
Office Prime Minister．The figures for1980　and　7985′
however．corne from the national census．The number of
course－WOrk doctorates and number of dissertation
doctorates（fiscaJ year）were compiJed by the author
from Table　7．


















Notel Japanese Popu－ationis for yearin unit oflOJOOO
PeOP】e．
Nurnber of doctoratesis for fiscaI year・
Note2：ltis assumed that foreiOn StUdents are notincluded
among dissertation doctorates・For the percentage




COmPUted from the percentages forlgT0　andlg88　by























！BaCh。1。r ，S 粗st。r，S ！D。Ct。r，S ；
如roll眠nt appliCantS ］ 5975 1014 18571 1384　 1
z　To national universities4431　　　 853 13668 1178
；Enroll孤ent 3125　　　 929
l13459 ！ 1258























































VaIues Report of Basic Survey on Sch00ls‘．．Ministry
Education′Science′and Culture′llList of Universities
Nationwide（FY1989）H
Doctor．s Number of those who complete doctorls pro－
9ramS and received this dQ9reeS and those Who did
not．　Prescribed enroIJrnents was comp H ed by the
author from the　　’．List of　〕niversities Nationwide．
based on the　一．Subject System Class日日cation TabIe．一
of the r’Report of Basic Survey on schooIs．．一　The
rate of academic advancenent′rate Of employment and
rate of unernployment are all rates against nurnber
of graduates．The percentageS Of enployment in manu－
facturing and as scientific researchers are percent－





Thisinvestigative survey was undertaken as part of the
HSurvey of Conditions for Securing Creative Human Resourcesin
Science and Technology from Science Studentstl．which was conduct－
ed from fiscal1988by the No・1Znvestigative Research Group・
This report was prepared bY肱r・Chiaki Nishigata，Senior Re－
searchert First Policy－Oriented Research Groupt NationalInsti－
tute of Science and TechnoIogY P01icy（NISTEP）′　Science and
でechnol0gy Agancy（SでA）・
The authort herebyr wouldlike to express acknowledgement
and appreciation greatly to the organi2：ations and persons for
their kind assistances as f01lows：
Hr．Mot00KawamuralUeno Branch of the National Diet Library／
for the survey on ages at the time of doctorate degree granting；
Mr．Satoru Seiharat Asia Student Cultural AssociationJ　＝nc・J
and everyone responsible for foreign reSident students at each
universityJ for the survey on the number of foreign Students
enrolledin graduate scho01doctorate programs；
Ph．D．Eiichi MaruYama，General manager of the Advanced
Research LaboratorY Hitachi，Ltd．′　Ms．Yoko Sugimura，Of the same
Advanced Research Laboratory．and Hr．Ryokuhei Tsurutani，Direc－
tor of Administration department of the Hitsubishi KaseiInsti－
tute of Life Sciences Research，for the surveY On the relation－
Ship between the nature of the research center and the numbers of
SCience and of engineering doctorates；
Mr．Shuichi Tsukahara of the National Tnstitute Educational
Research ofJapan，for the survey on the history of dissertation
doctorates
Ms・Maria Papadakis，Ph・D・（SYraCuSe University′　SinceJulY
1989），formerly NSF staff member，for acquisition of NSF re－
SOurCeS from the United States；
Mr・Taro Suzuki and Ms．HiYOko HaYaShi，Of the Ministry of
Education LibrarY Of Branch of National Diet LibrarY，for the
acquisition and／or perusal of all other source materials；
MissJanice H・Cassidy′　NSF staff membert Currently staying
at N工STEP（from October，1989　for a Year）on the STA fellowship
PrOgram，for having given valuable comments and suggestions with
reading over the draft．
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